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Abstract
In order to enable experimentation of the FInest components, WP2 aims at establishing use
case scenarios built on real-life operations and current practices. The intention is to define tobe scenarios in which Future Internet technologies are used for improving current processes.
Before designing improvements, we need to establish a common understanding of current
practices and challenges. This is the goal of Deliverable D2.2.
The work starts with a refinement of the three use cases proposed at the beginning of the
FInest project. Thereafter, based on user stories and interviews with representatives from
FInest partners involved in the operations related to each use case, descriptions of as-is
processes for each of the use case are presented. This as-is description varies from one use
case to another, depending on the perspective taken, the scope and the FInest partner
involved in the use case.


Use Case 1 – Fish Transport from Ålesund (Norway) to Europe: The use case is
covered by three companies (Port of Ålesund, NCL and Tyrholdm&Farstad), and focus
has been put on the perspective of three different roles covering one part of a
transport chain: the port, the shipping line and the container terminal. The intention
has been to understand the challenges from the perspective of three roles and
understanding the interaction among actors, rather than covering a complete door-todoor transport chain.



Use case 2 – Air Transport of Equipment: The use case is covered by two companies
(Kuehne+Nagel and AirFrance-KLM Cargo) representing the two main roles in the
transport chain. Focus has been put on describing a complete door-to-door transport
chain, by dividing it in three main parts: 1. Shipper to Carrier, 2. Carrier process
(Forwarder to Carrier, then Carrier to Forwarder), and 3. Carrier to Consignee.



Use case 3 – Global Consumer Good Production and Distribution: The use case is
covered by one company (Arcelik). The perspective is therefore the one of the
manufacturer, and the use case consist of three transport chains: two covering the
inbound logistics of materials (from Far East and Europe to Turkey), and one covering
the export of manufactured products to UK.

The as-is process description enabled the identification of current challenges which are
relevant for FInest (challenges related to information exchange, access, accuracy, registration
etc.) and serve as a starting point for identifying improvement areas. Thereafter, some initial
opportunities for Future Internet technologies (including the FInest components) have been
identified, and correspond to initial business requirements for the FInest components. These
are complements to the technical requirements defined each of WP5-8 that are more specific
to the components being built.
In brief, the initial requirements for FInest components include the following:


Centralized and improved exchange of information (right information, right time, easy
access, security in transfer)



Higher coordination among all involved actors



A system adapted to current systems in place



Event-driven monitoring and real time tracking of logistic processes



A standardized communication interface between all participants
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Enabled transparency



Predictability of market demand



Preparedness (foresee possible bottlenecks and prepare action)



Improved resource and capacity overview



More automation of information registration



Resource and capacity overview



More flexibility



Safe and efficient transfer of documents



Facilitate re-planning



Facilitate actions on carbon emission reduction.

In the next deliverable D2.3, detailed specifications of use case scenarios will be established,
and to-be processes will be suggested as result of improvements envisioned with use of FInest
components.
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Disclaimer
The content of the publication herein is the sole responsibility of the publishers and it does not
necessarily represent the views expressed by the European Commission or its services.
While the information contained in the documents is believed to be accurate, the author(s) or
any other participant in the FInest consortium make no warranty of any kind with regard to
this material including, but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness
for a particular purpose.
Neither the FInest Consortium nor any of its members, their officers, employees or agents shall
be responsible or liable in negligence or otherwise howsoever in respect of any inaccuracy or
omission herein.
Without derogating from the generality of the foregoing neither the FInest Consortium nor any
of its members, their officers, employees or agents shall be liable for any direct or indirect or
consequential loss or damage caused by or arising from any information advice or inaccuracy
or omission herein.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Work Package 2 and Task 2.2
To ensure that real life practices are brought in into the development of the technical solution
in FInest, WP2 is focused on establishing Use Cases, and defining Use Case Scenarios for
testing, demonstrating, and evaluating the FInest solution (technical components and
platform).
Task T2.2 consists of:
(i)
(ii)

high level specification of the use cases focusing of as-is work/business1 processes
and current challenges (described in the present deliverable D2.2), and
detailed specification of the use cases scenarios describing both the current as-is
situation and possible to-be situations (subject of the next deliverable D2.3) where
it is shown how Future Internet technologies (including FInest components) can be
used to improve the processes.

The present deliverable is D2.2 and contains the high level specification of the use cases.
The positioning of Task 2.2 “Definition of Use Case Scenarios” in relation to the other tasks of
WP2 is illustrated in Figure 1. This figure is borrowed from the Methodology described in D2.1,
to which the indication of the scope of Task T2.2 was added; it displays the main components
of the tasks to be carried out in WP2, their relations to Future Internet and Experimentation
Environment.

Figure 1: WP2 use case specification main components

1

In the present report, the terms work process and business process are used interchangeably, and refer
to how the work is done in an organization.
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A use case is a description of a set of actions to reach a goal. As explained in the Methodology
(D2.1), the term “use case” in WP2 refers to the overall studied scenarios (the overall pictures).
In WP2, the three main use cases are:
1. Use Case 1: Fish transport from Ålesund to Europe
2. Use Case 2: Air Transport of Equipment
3. Use Case 3: Global Consumer Goods Production and Distribution
Each use case comprises one or more scenarios that describe how actors in the use case
perform a set of operations (particular paths) in order to achieve a specific result (e.g. delivery
of cargo C to a destination D).
Relation with other work packages
The relations between WP2 and its various tasks are described in D2.1. In brief, the high level
use case description will serve to increase the understanding of the Transport and Logistics
domain by providing real life examples. In addition, the description of the as-is processes and
related challenges will result in initial business requirements for the FInest platform. These
requirements will derive directly from the envisioned improvements necessary to overcomes
current challenges as well as use case actors’ expectations from the Future Internet
technologies. D2.2 will therefore be a complement to the work done in WP1 (that defines the
Domain), and to the work done in the technical WPs (which among others identifies technical
requirements that are specific to the components being developed).

1.2 Objective and content of Deliverable D2.2
The purpose of D2.2 is to provide a high-level specification of the selected use cases, focusing
on understanding the as-is processes (while the detailed specification will introduce to-be
processes, based on suggestions for improvements based on Future Internet technologies).
The present Deliverable is built as follows:


Chapter 1 (present chapter) introduces WP2 and Task 2.2, the purpose of Deliverable
2.2, the relation with other work packages and the content of this deliverable.
Furthermore, the sub-chapter 1.3 summarizes the data collection carried out in D2.2
(following the handbook from D2.1), and the way the information is presented in each
of the three use cases.



Chapter 2, 3 and 4 present each one use case, including use case introduction, a big
picture of the use case operations and processes, visual and text as-is description of
each process, a summary of challenges reported, and an initial identification of
opportunities for future internet technologies.



Chapter 5 concludes on the work done in D2.2, provides a summary of initial business
requirements for the FInest components, and a brief presentation of the next steps in
Task 2.2.
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1.3 Work carried out in D2.2
The methodology proposed for carrying out the entire use-case-related work is described in
the Deliverable D2.1, covering: the High level description of the use cases (D2.2), the Detailed
specification of use case scenarios (D2.3), the Experimentation specification and evaluation
criteria (D2.4), and the Large scale trial plan (D2.5). These tasks are illustrated in Figure 1.
The aim of D2.2 is to get an overview of the three main use cases, by describing the work
processes involved, as well as the main deviations and challenges that are encountered. The
work processes are the ones of the stakeholders engaged in the execution of the use case in
real life, mostly the industrial companies involved in FInest, but also other central actors of the
use case (whose processes are closely related to the ones of the main stakeholders).

Work conducted in D2.2
The description of work / business processes has been done following the recommendations of
the methodology with regards to the data collection:


Starting with “success stories”, i.e., explanations of the normal as-is processes,
including the main steps of the process as well as the important stakeholders (persons,
companies, systems) involved in the process, the type of activity and information
exchanged and the communication channel(s) used.



Identifying challenges2, such as common errors, obstacles to operations, but also
deviations from planned operations (resulting in a need of replanning), and how these
challenges are faced. Challenges can be either specific to a process or more general
challenges. The described challenges may give an indication of where the application
of new technologies may give an important impact.



Identifying opportunities for Future Internet technologies, consisting of initial
thoughts deriving from the challenges identified through the as-is process description
and the expectation that the stakeholders have regarding FInest and F.I. Technologies
in order to help them improving their as-is processes.

Figure 2 depicts this data collection conducted in D2.2.

Figure 2: Main components of the high level case study descriptions

2

In the present report, the term Challenge refers to problems encountered that slow down an
operation, while Deviation is a change in operation triggered by an event or obstacle.
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It is important to note that not necessarily all processes have challenges or deviations,
therefore the above described elements will not relate to every process, and some will not be
process-specific.

Operational phases
As a help for structuring the description of as-is processes, the four phases presented in the
Methodology (D2.1) were used. These are illustrated in Figure 3, and a detailed conceptual
description of each can be found in D2.1.
Marketing,
Sales &
Alignment

Planning

Execution

Completion

Figure 3: Four phases for identifying processes

 The Marketing, Sale and Alignment processes are the ones matching transport service

users’ needs and transport service providers’ offers.
 The Planning phase includes processes related to resource organization and utilization.

Naturally, the perspective of the transport service user differs from the one of the
provider. The planning phase for the former concerns the planning of physical transport of
own cargo, while for the later, it concerns the planning of capabilities for realizing this
transport.
 The Execution phase includes all processes following the execution of the transport

service, and covering the movement and handling of goods, document handling, and
monitoring of operations.
 The Completion phase relates to the finalization of the contract, once goods have arrived

at destination, and include typically handling of payment and claims.

Each use case has followed the methodology (activity 1 and 2 described in the handbook) and
gathered the required information, including as-is process description, challenges and
deviations, opportunities for future internet technologies. However, each use case is unique
(due to distinct perspectives and type of transport chain covered), therefore they are
presented in slightly different ways.


Use Case 1 – Fish Transport from Ålesund to Europe: The use case is covered by three
companies (Port of Ålesund, NCL and Tyrholdm&Farstad), and focus has been put on
the perspective of three different roles covering one part of a transport chain. The
intention has been to understand the challenges from the perspective of three roles
and understanding the interaction among actors, rather than covering a complete
door-to-door transport chain.



Use case 2 – Air Transport of Equipment: The use case is covered by two companies
(Kuehne+Nagel and AirFrance-KLM Cargo) representing the two main roles in the
transport chain. Focus has been put on describing a complete door-to-door transport
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chain, by dividing it in three main parts: 1. Shipper to Carrier, 2. Carrier process
(Forwarder to Carrier, then Carrier to Forwarder), and 3. Carrier to Consignee.


Use case 3 – Global Consumer Good Production and Distribution: The use case is
covered by one company (Arcelik). The perspective is therefore the one of the
manufacturer, and the use case consist of three transport chains: two covering the
inbound logistics of materials (from Far East and Europe to Turkey), and one covering
the export of manufactured products to UK.

The result of the data collection of each use case is presented in the following chapters 2, 3
and 4 according to the following lay-out:
1. Use Case Introduction: refining the use case, presenting the scope, the actors involved
and summarizing the use case setting.
2. Big picture: this section provides an overall description of the use case and the
processes and activities involved. This section is different for each use case. Use Case 1
presents a merging of all processes identified by the three actors into one picture, usecase 2 presents a picture of the door-to-door transport chain covered, and use case 3
presents an overall picture of each of the transport chains studied.
3. As-is description of all processes: the section describes as-is processes involved in the
realization of the transport operations (each process is described along with current
challenges and deviations if any). This section is different for each use case. Use Case 1
presents as-is process description from three actors (the shipping line, the port and
the container terminal); Use-case 2 presents as-is process description divided in three
main parts of the door-to-door transport chain; Use case 3 presents as-is process
description of three distinct transport chains.
4. Summary of challenges and common deviations identified in the description of as-is
processes.
5. Opportunities for Future Internet technologies, resulting from the identified
challenges, necessary improvements envisioned by the involved actors and their
expectations from the FInest components. These “opportunities” will serve as Initial
requirements for the FInest platform from the perspective of the use cases (WP2).
A presentation of each actor involved in the use case can be found in Appendix A.
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2 Use Case 1: Fish transport from Ålesund to Europe
2.1 Introduction
Scenario setting
Element

Description

Case title

FISH TRANSPORT FROM ÅLESUND TO EUROPE

Operational
description

A fish producer needs to ship frozen/dried fish from Norway to a customer
3
overseas. The use case covers the feedering phase, i.e. the shipping from
Ålesund to Northern Europe. The fish cargo is first delivered at the Port of
Ålesund (ÅRH) and stored and stuffed in container at the terminal (Tyrholm &
Farstad: TF). The shipping line NCL covers the North Sea voyage (feedering) from
Ålesund to Hamburg/Rotterdam, and further shipped overseas by a deep-sea
container shipping line (e.g. APL). The process involves customs and food health
declarations. The transport set-up is mostly fixed.

Cargo Type

Containerized frozen fish and dried fish

Transport Mode

Container ship

FInest
Components






Transport Planning Manager (TPM)
Event Processing Manager (EPM)
Business Collaboration Manager (BCM)
E-contracting Manager (ECM)

Companies
involved and
roles





Terminal operator in Ålesund: Tyrholm & Farstad (alias TF)
Local competent authority: Port of Ålesund (alias ÅRH)
Shipping operator: North-Sea Container Line (alias NCL)

Challenges







Time pressure
Change in booking, late cancellation
Delays (cargo, ship)
Resource overview
Errors in information transfer

Table 1: Summary of use case 1 – fish transport

The scope of the Fish Transport Use Case is schematized in Figure 4. Main focus is on the
feedering phase, covering the arrival of fishing vessel at the port of Ålesund, the handling of
fish cargo, the loading into short sea container vessel, shipping through the North Sea and
unloading at hub port (Rotterdam/Hamburg). The further overseas shipping of fish is not
covered in the use case, firstly because none deep sea actor is represented in the project, but
also in order to ensure that enough attention is drawn onto the port and terminal activities
and that their perspective and challenges are analyzed in detail. On the inbound side, the fish
production phase is not covered in the use case, mostly due to lack of data and no fish
producer represented in the project. However, given the challenges related to predictability of
3

Feedering is specific to container shipping. It correspond to the inbound collection of regional cargo on
smaller vessels toward a transhipment hub where cargo is transferred into bigger deep sea vessels for
being shipped overseas.
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marked demand and need for fish transport, it will be necessary to gather some information
directly from the customer side4 (fish producer / freight forwarder) related to planning and
booking of transport services for fish export.

Figure 4: Scope of the Fish Transport Use Case

The steps schematized in the figure are not related to the four phases of transport operations
described in the methodology. The Figure 4covers the cargo flow, not processes for carrying
out transport operations. The intention with Figure 4 is to delimitate the scope of the use case.
The fish cargo consists of dry fish (dry cod fish, “clip fish”) and frozen fish (salmon, mackerel
and herring). The fish is produce all year round, with two high seasons: September to
December, and February to May.
The following figure illustrates the part of the transport chain covered in the use case, and
summarizes (on the left side) the relevant applications of Future Internet envisioned.

Figure 5: Use case 1: illustration
There are three main roles5 represented in this use case:
4

MARINTEK had a meeting with Kuehne+Nagel in Ålesund in May 2011, to establish an overview of their role as
freight forwarder. In the detailed specification of the use case, the transport customer’s perspective will be studied
more closely, including a description of the planning and execution processes of the fish producer and the freight
forwarder.
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Local competent authority / Port Control: Port of Ålesund (ÅRH)



Shipping operator: North-Sea Container Line (NCL)



Terminal operator in Ålesund: Tyrholm & Farstad (TF)

In addition, the use case includes other stakeholders, whom the three main actors are in
interaction with. These include: Cargo owner, Cargo agent, Vessel / captain, Ship agent,
Authorities, Pilots, Stevedores, Truck company, Container inspectors, Ship service suppliers,
and deep sea container lines. They are described more in of the as-is process description of
each actor.
The Figure 6 schematizes all main stakeholders involved in the use case and their interactions
with the three case companies ÅRH (Port Control), NCL (Shipping Line) and TF (Container
Terminal). The interaction among these three main actors and the other stakeholders is
indicated with specific colour, while the other interactions are indicated in grey colour. The
figure is not exhaustive, but aims at presenting a broad picture of relationships.

Figure 6: Main stakeholders of use case 1

The next Chapter 2.2 presents a summary picture of the complete fish export operation
process.

5

Each company was interviewed by MARINTEK and as-is process descriptions were reviewed by case
companies and discussed/validated through additional telephone meetings. Summary reports of data
collection from each actor are stored as internal reports on the Finest project online database and will
serve as input information to the next deliverable D2.3.
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Thereafter, the as-is business processes from the perspective of each of the three actors are
described in chapters 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. Each process is explained, together with current
challenges and deviations (if any). The intention behind three-fold description is to understand
challenges that are specific to each role as well as the interaction among them
A summary of challenges (by actor) is given in chapter 2.4 and main opportunities for Future
Internet technologies identified in this use case are presented in chapter 2.5.

2.2 Big Picture
The use case 1 consists of the export of fish from Ålesund to Europe, for the perspective of
three actors involved in the process with a particular role: NCL as the shipping line, ÅRH as the
Port Control, and TF as the container terminal.
The following diagram presents a more general description of the entire set of processes,
connecting together the main activities covering the export of fish cargo: shipping operations,
port call and cargo handling. The diagram shows the main processes related to the most
important actors engaged in the export of fish. These are identified in the grey horizontal
quadrants, and are summarized below. The appellation in parentheses refers to the role
represented by the actor:
-

Cargo owner (Transport Service User),
Ship agent (Transport information provider),
Vessel, Captain and Shipping Line (Transport Service Provider),
Port and Terminal (Transport Service Providers), and
Authorities (Transport Regulator).

The processes are described following the four phases described in FInest: Marketing, sales
and alignment; Planning; Execution; and Completion. Each phase is assigned a colour, in order
to show how for instance a planning process for one actor corresponds to an execution
process for another. The interest of this picture is to facilitate the visualization of the
improvement areas and opportunities for FInest and Future Internet technologies in the next
phase of the work package.
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Figure 7: High-level description of fish export operations

2.3 As-is Description of Business Processes
The present chapter presents the as-is business processes from the perspective of each of the
three actors.

2.3.1 Port of Ålesund – Port Operations
A schema of the port’s processes related to fish transport is given below (Figure 8) and
followed by text description of each process. The numbering used in the diagram corresponds
to the numbering in the text description, and is aimed at facilitating the reading. The blue
boxes correspond to the most important processes of the Port related to the handling of port
calls. The plain lines illustrate primarily an exchange of information, while the doted lines
represent dependency (chronological or sequential).
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Figure 8: Diagram of ÅRH business processes

The roles listed in the horizontal lines are described below:


Vessel / Captain: the captain of the vessel, informing the port on planned port call,
need for services, and vessel arrival.



Shi agent: acts on behalf of the shipping line and communicate directly with the port,
informing about planned port calls.



Port: the main role is the Port Control, responsible for handling all port calls, planning
of ship services, transferring information related to port call to other stakeholders, and
handling of ship departure.



Pilot: port service to guide/advise the arriving/departing ship through the port area
(congested area or dangerous waters).



Terminal: the container terminal, responsible for reception and handling of cargo.



Authorities: Customs, Ministry of Defence, Food authorities



Other Stakeholders: local newspaper, national statistics register.

The processes engaged in the port operations for handling port calls are described below,
divided into four generic phases 1. Marketing, Sales and Alignment, 2. Planning, 3. Execution,
4. Completion:
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PHASE 1: MARKETING, SALES, ALIGNMENT
The marketing, sale, and alignment processes for Port of Ålesund are concerned with handling
information related of port calls, including:
1.1. Publication of port services:
As-is:
The Port updates the website with information on the port services with information on the
port’s services, capacity, resources, and weather (in practice, port calls info updated
systematically). This serves as information source for customers (ship agents, terminal
operators) and all other stakeholders.
Challenges:
Much manual info registration, and a lot of work duplication. For improvement in the future,
the port envisions to following improvements:
- A marketing portal, like a resource hub accessible from the website, enabling online
management of bookings, resources and services as well as communication and
coordination with third party service provider systems.
- Automatic update of WebPages (“ship calling”, “at port”, “departure”, etc.) based on
information from SafeSeaNet6 and actual data from AIS.
- Online registration of booking directly by the ship / ship agent
1.2. Port call announcement:
As-is:
Port Control receives information on planned port calls (all from 8 months to one day before
actual departure) from agents or captains (by e-mail, telephone or VHF7) and enter this
information to the PCS (PortWin8 or PortIT9) as expected arrivals. The information contains
ETA, port of origin, cargo, stowage plan, and discharging/loading list
Challenges:
In the fishery season, each watch has to handle up to 60-70 port calls. A challenge is to handle
all these calls. It would be helpful if for instance the captains could enter their port call into the
system calls every year. A solution could be to establish a better system for tracking of fish
cargo themselves.
The small fishing boat almost never announce port call; only 5% do, out of 5000 fish boat port
1.3. Confirmation
As-is:
The port confirms (by phone or email) that the port call announcement has been received and
is registered in the Port Community System.
1.4. Traffic situation
As-is:

6

SafeSeaNet is describe in Table 6 on page 107.
Marine VHF radio is installed most ships, used for communicating with harbours, locks, bridges and
marinas, and operates in the VHF range.
8
PortWin is describe in Table 6 on page 107.
9
PortITis describe in Table 6 on page 107105.
7
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The Port Control gets an overview of the traffic situation based on AIS information (as a
response to a query made by phone). The receivers of this information can be Maritime Radio,
Customers, Norwegian food health authority, Ministry of fishing.
Challenges:
This information is available at the port’s home page (info available: boat has arrived or
expected port call, registered manually today by Port Control on the website). However, the
port still gets several requests regarding this.
1.5. Daily expected arrivals:
As-is:
Port Control asks agents and terminal/port operators get the times about expected cargo and
ship arrivals for the day. This is done by phone (Hopefully automatic info transfer later).
1.6. Next day’s port calls:
As-is:
To inform the local community about activities at port, the Port calls the local newspaper and
inform about ship calls the next day. This information is then published in the next day’s
edition.
Challenge:
Some ship owners do not want their ships to be listed in the newspaper due to competition
among companies.
1.7. Inform about expected ship arrival:
As-is:
Answer phone calls from pilots and ship supply services on questions regarding ship arrivals,
and need for ship supply services.
1.8. Inform about weather conditions:
As-is:
Answer phone calls from captains and pilots about weather conditions.
Challenge:
Need for improved data quality and exactitude about weather. Today, the weather info
provided by the port is based on the weather station’s website and own analysis, but more
exact info should be directly accessible by the captain so that the ship becomes less
dependent.
PHASE 2: PLANNING
The planning includes setting up plans for a ship arrival regarding the following:
2.1. Arrival Planning:
As-is:
Port Control receives updated ETA (directly by phone/email/fax or through SafeSeaNet to AIS)
and information related to arrival (Crew list, ISPS info; Ship service needed; Pilot usage
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needed). The relevant information is registered in the PCS, and further transmitted to port
security officer / authorities (crew list, ISPS10 info), and port community (services required).
2.2. Ship planning: Berth allocation
As-is:
Port Control books quay for arriving ship (or re-booking in case of delay in arrival); information
send to ship/captain and terminal.
Challenges:
- How to assign berths when there is not available quays for all ships visiting at the same
time? This must be done in a way that does not favour one company repeatedly.
Replanning when the ship is late requires good dialogue between the terminal and the
Port11.
- What should be done if a ship is delayed into port, and there is not enough time to
load all containers to reach the deep sea ships in Rotterdam or Bremerhaven?
To-be (initial thoughts):
Booking of quay place directly online:
The port wishes to contribute to the process by contributing to better transparency and
information flow, or by lending equipment / infrastructure necessary.
2.3. Port Services planning
As-is:
Planning of port services needed for each port call, including notification about delay. The
requests are received by the port guard from captain/ship agent via e-mail or phone, and are
entered into the port community system. Information includes ship’s need for water, energy
supply and waste handling, and mooring/unmooring services (through service suppliers), ISPSrelated information. The port guard then transmits this information to Port supply services
providers / workers by e-mail or phone calls when the ship arrives.
Challenges:
Replanning is needed when the ship is late. Special cargo needs special treatment, for which
the port needs to call in suppliers. Today, many paper notes (yellow post-its) are still used to
plan the port services in advance, changes in orders, and replan when the ship arrives.
2.4. Pilot Booking
As-is:
If the ship needs support from a maritime pilot, the captain agrees directly with the pilot. This
is not coordinated by the port control anymore (for ships calling the port regularly).
PHASE 3: EXECUTION
The execution phase starts when work processes are initiated according to the execution
plans, and ends when the execution is completed or cancelled. For ship operation, we have
three stages: Arrival, In port, and Departure.
10

The ISPS Code, implemented through the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea
(SOLAS), is a comprehensive set of measures to enhance the security of ships and port facilities. Its
purpose is to provide a standardised framework for evaluating risk, and establishment of security
measures
11
In Norway, ports and terminals are two separated entities
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The key success factor for the port is its availability 24/7 for monitoring port calls, quay
allocation, and ship services.
3.1. Berth/Quay allocation (arrival)
As-is:
The port notifies the captain which quay to use. The information based on berth allocation
planning and is transmitted by VHF or Phone.
Challenges:
If pilot is not available, the ship may be delayed. In this case, the port Control has to cooperate
with Norwegian Coastal Authority (Kystverket) to solve this case. The other service providers
must be notified about the delay.
3.2. Arrival notification (in port)
As-is:
The port notifies the port community (Port supply services providers, Quay owner, Terminal,
Cargo workers) that the ship has arrived. AIS actual arrival notification (at port and at quay) is
transmitted from ShipLog to PortIT (under testing).
3.3. Arrival information
As-is:
Port Control informs external stakeholders (Agent, Authorities, Customs) that the ship is in
port. Information transferred as Shorsea XML (under test), Email, SMS, and Internet
3.4. Execution of services
As-is:
-

Port control executes all services ordered by the ship (mooring, water, etc.)
46 to 60 boats need ship services from the port every day.

3.5. Departure notification
As-is:
Port Control updates status of the port call in PCS, based on AIS info on actual departure time
from quay and port. This information is then transferred to Ship Owner, Agent, Authorities,
Customs via SMS or Email.
3.6. Monitoring and reporting:
As-is:
Port Control monitors the port area through video surveillance and physical inspections of
terminal and quays. In addition, a report generated by PortWin is sent to the Ministry of
Defence every morning (not related to each arrival).
PHASE 4: COMPLETION
The completion phase includes the agreed completion of the port call, including invoice,
payment, deviations and claims.
4.1. Invoice:
As-is:
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Port guard changes the status on PCS to “Controlled and ready for invoicing”. The invoicing
details regarding port fees, quay fees are computed in the PCS, transferred to the financial
system and further handled from there. Invoice details regarding other port services are added
to the PCS manually, and further transferred to the same financial system. Invoice is sent to
the ship operator or ship agent.
4.2. Payment:
As-is:
This is handled in the financial system and by the administration.
4.3. Claims:
As-is:
Claim on invoice description reported to the Administration division. The administration and
Port Control identify the problem and check the historic of the service carried out.
4.4. Statistics data reporting
As-is:
-

-

-

The port sends data on port calls to the Norwegian Statistics Register (SSB), including
for each port call, the Port of origin (POO), Port of Destination (POD), the type of vessel
etc.
The port has little information about incoming and outgoing cargo. The available
information covers number of containers, but not the volume or type of cargo.
However, the port receives reports from the terminal on the loading / unloading
operations (but often a month later).
To-be (initial thoughts): structuring of information (possibly automatic registration of
outgoing cargo by the customer/sender) for facilitating forecasting and scheduling of
container transport. However, fish export also depends on the availability of empty
containers, which complicates the picture.
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2.3.2 North Sea Container Line – AS-IS PROCESSES
The starting point for the processes description is NCL’s e-Business concept. The concept
enables integration of NCL’s partners (customers, ports, terminals, agents etc.) to NCL’s IT
system Softship. The advantage is that all information (booking number, container number etc)
follow all the steps in the process and are indicated in all the electronic messages exchanged
between NCL and its business partners, so that information exchange is substantially simplified
and tracing is carried out automatically. To implement this e-Business model, NCL has
established a business plan proposal (Guidelines for implementation of electronic data
interchange (EDI) between NCL and business partners) serving as a starting point for contract
establishment between NCL and the partners who wish to be integrated to NCL’s e-Business.
The e-business concept is described in Figure 9, representing activity diagram established by
NCL, showing electronic information flow among parties all the way from service scheduling to
service payment (“Schedule-to-cash”). The yellow line shows all the EDIFACT messages
exchanges between NCL and its partners; definition of these messages can be found in
Appendix B.

SCHEDULE- TO-CASH
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Figure 9: NCL e-Business “Schedule-to-Cash” concept (Source: NCL, 2011)

NCL has 2 customer groups: Group A, big customers, integrated in e-Business system (e.g.
APL); and Group B, smaller customers (with whom it is less beneficial to be integrated into
NCL’s e-Business). It is important to note that the model is a representation of as-is processes
with the business partners who have been integrated into NCL’s e-business, but to-be
processes for business partners not connected to e-Business, which means that information
exchange with these partners is not supported by all the EDIFACT messages shown in the
yellow quadrant.
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NCL’s fish transport operations are still very dependent on phone calls and e-mails and subject
to multiple registration of information in various systems. With the e-business process
description as a starting point, a simplification of the processes and information flow related to
transport of fish from Ålesund to Europe is presented in the Figure 1 and followed by text
description of each process (using same numbering as in the diagram).

Figure 10: Diagram of NCL business processes

Role descriptions:


Vessel: Captain, communicating by e-mail, radio, telephone.



Operation: Operation Department located in Haugesund, Norway. Communication
systems include: Softship, telephone, email, fax, etc.



Agent: Ship Agent, representing the interests of NCL (ship owner and operator) and
the customer, while the ship is at port. In Ålesund, NCL’s ship agent is Kuehne+Nagel.



Finance: internal NCL finance department



Customer: cargo owner, forwarder, cargo agent (industrial customer, d2d, feeder)



Port: Port or Terminal



Authorities: Port authorities, Customs, Norwegian Coastal Administration



Bank: NCL’s bank

The processes covering the feedering operations (shipping of fish cargo from Ålesund to
Hamburg/Rotterdam) are described below, divided into four generic phases: 1. Marketing,
Sales and Alignment, 2. Planning, 3. Execution, 4. Completion
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PHASE 1: MARKETING, SALES, ALIGNMENT
The Marketing, Sale and Alignment processes are concerned with matching NCL’s shipping
services with customers’ needs. The phase consists of





publishing of services offered on NCL’s website
establishing contact between NCL and potential customers
agreeing on the terms of the service
confirm the booking (sale of the service)

The Marketing, Sale and Alignment process defined in FInest encompasses NCL’s Schedule and
Booking business processes.
1.1. Schedule Planning
As-is
-

-

In close dialogue with the Vessel, NCL’s Operation department establishes a master
schedule for the vessels’ routes for the next four weeks. The routes are defined by
NCL’s Operation Dept.
This plan is updated every day, with current positions and further plan.

Challenges
- No immediate transfer of information, but by phone and e-mail when internet
connection is available.
1.2. Publish Master Plan
As-is
-

The Operation department publishes the master plan on NCL website and registers it
in Softship (for communication schedule to agents).
This plan, on the website and in Softship, is updated every day at 9am.

Challenges
- No direct connection between Softship and the website. It would be better to only
have to register information in Softship, with automatic update of the master plan on
the website. (“almost as-is”: this improvement is planned to be establish before the
end of 2011; integration Softship / website thus direct update of website).
- No immediate updating of information, but daily 9am.
1.3. Prepare Booking
As-is
-

-

-

Potential customers in need of shipping services navigate through the online schedule
and select a route.
A booking request is sent to NCL’s Operation department by e-mail or by phone, or
EDIFACT (IFTMIN message, for customers integrated into the e-Business system), up to
4 weeks before departure.
The booking request is part of the customer’s process of checking capacity of feeder
services and overseas shipping (part of the customer’s planning process). The capacity
check and booking are based on the customer/exporter’s expected sales.
The booking contains the following information: description of cargo, volume, cargo
type, destination, preferably also container number and seal number (but often not
known at this early stage).
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Challenges:
- The main problem is that there often are differences between the booking and the
actual shipment. The booking is based on expected sales by the fish exporter, while the
actual shipment might be lower in volume due to cargo not sold or disapproved for
export/import.
- For example, regarding cargo not stuffed in container at the time of the booking, the
customer has the possibility to specify the exact container (s)he wishes to use, by
appointing a container number. If doing so, the customer must pick the container that
is the most accessible. To do so, they use information from the Terminal Operator. The
container is delivered to the loading area and the container is filled up with cargo that
has effectively been sold (the volume can be lower than expected, or some may be
disapproved). The problem for NCL is that this creates once a change in booking
compared to the expected shipment. In addition, the seal number cannot be
communicated at the time of the booking, simply because the seal (all seal have
registered numbers) is not picked up and put on the container (container that is finally
stacked with the cargo that is both available and approved for shipping).
- To summarize, the main challenge is that a lot of effort and telephone calls are used to
manage to obtain complete information (loading, container numbers, seal numbers)
necessary for ship departure (e.g. 10 to 20 phone calls between different actors to
obtain the seal number). The actor that actually has all the required information for
loading and departure is the customer. The intention of NCL when integrating the
customers into their IT system (via e-Business) is to avoid the waste of time and phone
calls, and enable the customer to register all information directly into NCL’s system so
that this info is more correct (not processed by several people) and spread directly
through Softship.
1.4. Verify Booking / check capacity
As-is
-

NCL Operation department receives the customer’s request and verify the availability
of transport capacity, based on information from Softship, plus own experience.
Softship is used as a tool to get overview; NCL keeps close contact with Agents for
ensuring that Softship is constantly updated, and that all booking and related
information is always registered.

1.6. Confirm Booking
As-is
-

-

Operation department confirm the booking and send an e-mail to the customer, with
the following information: vessel name, booking reference (number), and schedule (At
this stage, it is not expected that the container and seal numbers are known).
A copy of this e-mail (contract message sent to customer) is sent to the concerned
agents, for updating their cargo loading and discharging plans.

Challenges
- Huge potential for improvement. All reports should be able to be generated by
Softship.
1.7. Receive Acknowledgment
As-is
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-

The customer receives an acknowledgment of the booking being confirmed, with
information on vessel name, reference, booking confirmation, and schedule

Challenges
- The biggest challenge related to shipping of fish, is the problem of cancellations.
Customers or forwarders cancel or change their orders with such a frequency that it
almost looks like "dummy booking” (booking used as reservation for securing a
transport capacity or while searching for a better option).
PHASE 2: PLANNING
The provision of transport and services is planned and managed based on actual demand and
information about the Transportation Network infrastructure and traffic conditions. The
planning includes decisions about
 schedules,
 actual capacity
 actual booking situation
 use of resources.
The biggest challenge related to the planning phase is the time pressure. All fish cargo arrives
on Friday to be shipped again the day after (more or less, depending on the route). NCL puts a
lot of efforts to adapt to changes in booking, but at some point they must have the final
loading list and start loading. To overcome this problem, the solution can be to apply stricter
rules for late booking changes/cancellations, but this can result in NCL losing customers (tough
competition), or an alternative could be to remove bottlenecks elsewhere in the transport
chain (for example at port of destinations – Hamburg, Rotterdam - which are today very little
flexible in terms of slot time allocation).
2.1. Prepare Operation Plan
As-is
-

The Operation department prepares an operation plan (OP) (per vessel), summarizing
all bookings (cargo and port of loading-discharging), and send it to the vessel by e-mail.
This plan is sent every day, and received by the vessel when Internet communication is
available.

Challenge:
- Expectation from Future Internet: broad band internet on vessel – constant internet
access, enabling connection between NCL Operations / Softship and the vessel, as well
as integration between the cargo information provided by NCL Operations and the
vessel’s planning/stowage tool. Ideally, the vessel should not have to put effort on
designing the stowage plan.
- As-is: Operation department sends booking info to the ship and ask to check capacity;
then new bookings are sent the next day and the ship must recheck, etc. The captain
starts establishing the stowage plan (see activity 3.1 Stowage plan) taking into account
bookings, number of terminal, rotation, etc.
- An envisioned improvement would be automatic information flow: Customer => Agent
=> NCL = make operation plan => Vessel receive op plan, and the stowage plan is
prepared by the vessel’s stowage program. To enable this, the biggest technical
requirement is to get the boat online.
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2.2. Discharge/load list
As-is
-

-

Operation Dept. establishes a draft discharge/loading list (based on elements from the
operation plan and booking system) in Softship. The discharge/loading list specifies
which cargo has to be discharged or loaded, at which port visited by the ship through
its transit from Norway to Europe.
The agent (who is an integrated user of Softship) completes / updates the
discharge/loading list directly on Softship, and sends it electronically to the port.

2.3.a. Prepare Vessel Call
As-is
-

-

Port / terminal receive disc/loading list from Softship (commended by agent) via
EDIFACT (COPRAR, and more recently COARRI, containing more details and
specification of the discharge/loading list). The discharge/loading list specifies
containers that have to be discharged and/or loaded from/onto a vessel.
Based on this information, the port / terminal prepares the vessel call (port informed
by ship agent and/or terminal on expected ship and cargo arrival).

2.3.b. Gate in / gate out
-

From Terminal to Softship: every time a movement of container is registered at
terminal, the terminal sends an edi-message (CODECO) to Softship/NCL.
”Gate-out” is sent when a container (full) go out of the terminal, and ”Gate-in” is sent
when an container (empty) come in the terminal.
The CODECO message (new) includes also the booking number which NCL establish at
the time of booking. This enables better tracking of container.

2.4. Build Waybill
As-is
-

As soon as the ship is loaded, the Waybill (WB, prepared by the agent) is sent by e-mail
to the customer. The Waybill contains information and instruction about the shipment
and forms the basis for invoicing. The waybill is the only legal contract document. The
waybill is generated as close to the time of departure as possible, in order to ensure
that all information contained in the WB is correct.

Challenges
- Problems related to wrong information on the waybill that must be corrected (e.g.
number of TEU12), lack of information, etc. are often due to the fact that the
information is processed several times. Ideally the information on the shipment should
come directly from the vessel, or from a centralized system.
2.5. Data Registration
A manifest, i.e. a summary of Waybills, is sent to the custom Authorities, for surveillance
purposes.

12

TEU stands for twenty-foot equivalent unit and is an inexact unit of cargo capacity often used to
describe the capacity of container ships and container terminals
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PHASE 3: EXECUTION
The Execution phase begins when work processes are initiated in accordance with the
execution plans and ends when the execution is completed or cancelled. The execution of the
operations includes movement of goods, cargo handling, document handling, monitoring and
control of operations and goods, supporting effective coordination and accomplishment of the
whole transport chain. This may include transport and terminal operations managed by several
Transport Service Providers (transport companies, terminals, etc.).
3.1. Stowage plan
As-is
-

Based on the operation plan, the vessel prepares a Stowage plan (SP).
- Stowage plan is sent to NCL Operations, and the information on loading and
discharging is made available for the terminal, via Softship (to-be, under
implementation) and email (as-is) and through Agent.
- This stowage plan is updated every day, according to the updated operation plans.
Cancellations are handled mostly by e-mail or phone between NCL operations and the
ship, based on a review of the operation plan.
Challenge
- Stowage plan is limited by the cargo carrying capacity. A ship cannot take into account
available capacity from other vessels.
- Stowage plan requires a lot of work, and is hampered by cancellations. Cancellations
are much less painful (work-intensive) for NCL’s operation department than for the
Captain, or in a lesser degree for the terminal. In the future, for ship over 1000 TEU
(today 700TEU), the stowage plan should be prepared by Operations; thus sending
only SP to ship instead of OP.
- Therefore it would be more efficient to establish the Stowage plan on land, by the
shipping line. Still, there are several difficulties related to stowage plan - such as
security issues, terminal capacity, ship stability, rotation at port etc. - which require
competence and right tools, and thus make the vessel the most suitable for
establishing it.
- A lot of work during week-ends, most because plans/bookings are often established on
Friday evening.
3.2. Confirmation of load/discharge
As-is
-

3.2.a - Terminal sends a COARRI13 message to NCL confirming the loading of
container.
3.2.b - Operation Dept. or vessel confirms the loading and discharging of container to
customer. The information regarding container details is by Softship or email (to the
ones not integrated with softship). Coming requirement: 24 hours after loading, the
customer must receive confirmation that container is loaded. Maersk requires
confirmation (a SOB list, shipped-on-board) from ship; it is possible that several
customers will require this SOB from ship too in the future. Ref COARRI.

13

COARRI is an EDI message by which the container terminal reports that the containers specified have
been discharged from a seagoing vessel or have been loaded into a seagoing vessel.
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Challenges
Problems related to defective containers
3.3. Register container
As-is
Customer has received the message from Operation Dept. (IFSTA message) or from ship (SOB
list) that the container being loaded on board.
PHASE 4: COMPLETION
The completion phase includes the agreed completion of the services (e.g. delivery of the
transported goods at the destination), handling of payment and claims when the actual service
has deviated from the agreed terms. Also, while the handling of payment for services may
come at any time in the process (e.g. prepayment), it fits in the completion phase from a
logical viewpoint.
4.1. Issue invoice
As-is
Electronic invoice is issued after loading of container confirmed by terminal via COARRI
(electronic message, only send to customers integrated in e-Business)
4.2. Receive Invoice
As-is
The customer receives the invoice by post, e-mail and EDIFACT. Credit is possible but against
fee/ higher price.
4.3. Invoice Acceptance
As-is
For selected shippers, NCL Operations receive a confirmation (“receipt” = an APERAK message)
of invoice accepted/received by the customer, stipulating whether the invoice is correct or not.
NCL corrects the invoice and resend it to customer. As part of the current improvement being
implemented (to-be), Softship will have a new function for automating this message.
4.4. Invoice Payment
As-is
The customer’s bank transfers the payment to NCL
4.5. Invoice Control
As-is
NCL Finance department controls the payment against the invoice. When invoice is sent from
SoftShip, a copy is sent to finance department. They import the data and then obtain all
necessary information for controlling the invoice payment.
Claims:
From customers: Most problems are error in invoice (wrong customer number; fail receiver of
invoice; 2 of 100 invoices encountered problems (often due to fail information sent by
customer in terms of invoice receiver / direction). Claims regarding fail delivery, container
damage, or delivery delay, are very seldom.
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2.3.3 Tyrholm & Farstad – Container Terminal Operations
The activities of the container terminal related to export of fish are two-fold: 1) Handling of
empty container, and 2) Handling of fish cargo.
These are illustrated in Figure 11. Contrary to the process descriptions of the Port and the
Shipping Line, this diagram only shows the execution phase. This is due to the complexity of
the operations. Yet, the text description following the diagram will cover all four generic
phases: 1. Marketing, Sales and Alignment, 2. Planning, 3. Execution, 4. Completion.

Figure 11: Overall activity flow at the Terminal during the execution phase.

The two next sub-chapters describe the processes engaged in
i.

the sale of freight transport services, which include the handling of empty containers
(chapter 2.3.3.1), and

ii.

the handling of fish cargo (chapter 2.3.3.2). In each case, the main processes engaged
in the operations are divided into four generic phases.

The numbering in the text corresponds to the same numbering in the diagram. To distinguish
between each types of operations, the processes related to the handling of empty containers
(chapter 2.3.3.1) have numbers starting with C (as “container”), and the processes related to
the handling of fish cargo (chapter 2.3.3.2) have numbers starting with F (as “fish”).
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2.3.3.1 As-is description: sale of freight transport service / container handling
PHASE 1: MARKETING, SALES, ALIGNEMENT (alignment cargo-agent / ship-agent)
C.1.1. Request for Quotation
As-is:
Customer / cargo owner send a request for quotation to the forwarder/cargo agent.
C.1.2. Capacity check:
As-is:
-

TF-cargo agent (freight forwarder) receives a price-enquiry by email. The exporter or
forwarder search for alternative shipping solutions (price), or is a regular customer to
the cargo agent / forwarders. Some customers (both cargo agents and cargo owners)
have a discount agreement based on volume (number of shipments...). There are
seldom written contracts, but repeating shipments over 3 months.

-

Long term contracts are mostly used for industrial cargo or project cargo (KN sole
transport service supplier to Rolls Royce worldwide).

-

Fish cargo: no written contracts. Price too low. High competition. Easy switch of
transport supplier. Other decisions criteria for exporter buying shipping services:
delivery time, quality, availability of empty containers

PHASE 2: PLANNING (Mostly Cargo agent activities)
C.2.1. Request for commission
As-is:
TF-cargo agent send request for commission to transport service provider / shipping line
C.2.2. Booking
As-is:
TF-cargo agent send booking request for shipping service to container line (feeder and
overseas, e.g. APL) (once the customer / Cargo owner has accepted the quotation)
C.2.3. Booking confirmation
As-is:
TF-cargo agent receives booking confirmation by e-mail from container shipping line, including:
a booking number and a pick-up reference (unique number that follows the container or group
of containers until the end destination).
PHASE 3: EXECUTION (Terminal Activities)
C.3.1. Arrival of empty container at Terminal
As-is:
The empty container arrives at the terminal (Container shipping lines (re)positioning their
containers at terminals) at anytime, long or short time before it is reused for shipment.
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C.3.2. PTI control (Pre-Trip Inspections)
As-is:
Container must been inspected before departure. PTI is a physical control carried out on the
container. Most of the work is done by the company Kulde Elektro.
A PTI consists of the following activities/verifications:
 Power / power connection
 All components of the container
 Washing (steam-wash carried out by TF-terminal)
 Control of container, inside + outside
 Damage identification
To complete the PTI control, Kulde Elektro fills in a form, including the work perform, all
remarks, the reparations carried out. This form is registered in an internet-based system
through which the container owner can get an overview and historic of all its containers.
In case of damage identified:



For smaller damages (reparation up to NOK2000), reparation is done instantly by Kulde
Elektro.
In case of bigger damages:
o TF-terminal request the ship’s Chief Mate to fill in a damage-report
o TF-terminal deliver the report to Kulde Elektro and the Container line (owner of
container)
o Kulde Elektro establishes an estimation of the reparation costs (based on the PTI
check).
o TF-terminal sends the estimation to the container owner.
 OK: The container owner reply its approval for reparation
=> The container is repaired by Kulde Elektro
 Not OK: The container owner refuses to approve the reparation
=> The container is stored and returned to the owner when possible.

C.3.3. Container stored
As-is:
Container stored at terminal
C.3.4. Container pick-up
As-is:
-

-

By truck: The transporter (trucking company) arrives at the terminal to pick-up the
container (use the same reference number). TF-terminal delivers the empty container
to the transporter, and the container is shipped out.
By ship: The container is stuffed and loading on board ship, then shipped out.

As-is food control: Sampling tests by the Norwegian Food Authority:
Some periodic scanning or punctual sampling tests are carried out at the terminal (in case of
risk of drug traffic or smuggling).
When a cargo receiver comes to pick up cargo, a message is sent to the food authorities (own
office at the terminal) informing on intention to pick up fish, and that the cargo is available for
inspection during a certain period of time.
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Regarding food inspection, TF-terminal has no direct responsibility, and only receives written
confirmation that everything is ok.
C.3.5. Arrival of full container at terminal
As-is:
The full container arrives at the terminal. Once the container is cleared, the container is
unloaded from the ship. The cargo goes then through food control.
As-is Cargo clearance (Container arriving by sea):



The Bill of Lading (BL) is established between the cargo owner / cargo agent and the
shipper / shipping line detailing the type, quantity and destination of the cargo.
The terminal receives an Arrival Message including the BL as a receipt of shipment
when the good is delivered to the predetermined destination. The container is then
cleared. The BL is also used to pick-up cargo at the terminal.

The clearance is done by the cargo owner, the cargo agent or the shipping line.
C.3.6. Container storage
As-is:
a. Container placed at import storage plugged-in and stored
b. Container emptied and cargo stored in warehouse
C.3.7. Container shipped out
As-is:
Container directly shipped out after unloading (process C.3.5) or after storage (process C.3.6)
PHASE 4: COMPLETION
C.4.1. Confirmation of container delivery
As-is:
A confirmation of container delivery to transporter or of upload on ship is sent to cargo agent.
C.4.2. Claims related to damaged container:
As-is:
To find the cause/responsibility, the historic of PTI is established by KuldeElektro (who has
access to all containers via online system).
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2.3.3.2 As-is description: Export of Fish
PHASE 1: MARKETING, SALES, ALIGNEMENT
F.1.1. Planning of capacity
As-is:
-

The season is often planned together with all actors (Terminal: TF, Shipping line: NCL,
Forwarder: KN) where weekly volumes are forecasted, based on experience, but no
solid data. This is also based on indications from exporter/fish producer, but no
guaranty.
- Feeder lines prefer regular contract that allows the reservation of place onboard, but
also requires the payment of shipment even if the place is not filled. But too much
competition for that kind of contracts.
- Out-season: Terminal is used as storage place for container and fish until they get a
booking.
- Actors:
 Cargo owner: have cargo to export
 Forwarder/ cargo agent: need container and place on boat
 Shipping, Feeder Company: contacted during the planning phase of the exporter.
Challenge:
No long term overview of market need; many booking that are later on cancelled.

PHASE 2: PLANNING
F.2.1. Booking of capacity
As-is:
-

-

Booking of capacity onboard is done by TF (TF-cargo agent) as early as possible
(preferably week before at latest). Booking list is prepared by the shipping line (NCL)
(via Softship), and checked/updated by TF-terminal twice a day.
Booking list includes container type, number, and destination/route.
All information for departure (load list, clearance, license etc.) must be ready 24 hours
before departure (but difficult to follow).

Challenge:
- A lot of variation and changes in booking during the season. Booking one week ahead,
or last minute booking the day before (or on Friday, for a departure on Monday), the
booking is changed (e.g. fewer container because lack of license, or more container
because higher production). Container shipping line (NCL) is aware of that and
increases its tonnage during the season.
- Bottleneck = license at destination + terminal capacity at destination + constant
incoming bookings or changes + booking during weekends.
PHASE 3: EXECUTION
This phase is divided in two: the processes for handling unstuffed fish (A), and the processes
for handling fish already stuffed in container (B).
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A. Unstuffed fish (accounting for 30% of all fish cargo handled at the terminal)
As-is:
F.3.1. Fish arrives at terminal (in pallet) with truck or boat
Fish arrive at terminal by truck or at port by boat.
F.3.2. Fish (on pallets) stuffed into containers
Fish (on pallets) is transported by truck to the dry/cold store, then stuffed into containers
(maybe pallets from several producers stuffed together in one container according to
booking from one exporter).
About stuffing:
Stuffing is done according to a “stuffing list”. All stuffing activities are registered in one
document/report/register, collecting all receipts of stuffing, what was stuffed, when and
by whom. For air cargo the receipt of the stuffing is electronic, while for fish, there is a
sticker put on the container (simpler, and sufficient, because the cargo is there only for a
quick transit). Despite the manual system used for fish cargo, there is almost no fail
stuffing.
Challenge:
Limited time to stuff all containers on time for departure.
F.3.3. Container stored
If necessary, container is plugged in to power (+3C dry; or -23C frozen) and stored
F.3.4. Container uploaded onboard ship
Container is taken out of the cold storage and uploaded on ship for departure.
B. Stuffed fish (70% of all fish cargo handled at the terminal)
As-is:
F.3.1. Fish arrives at port in container
The stuffed container is picked up with TF’s own transporter (trucking) (depending on
exporter’s demand)
Challenges:
Arrival time is mostly unknown. It is difficult to plan. All cargo are arriving simultaneously.
F.3.3. Container plugged in to power (+3C dry; or -23C frozen) and stored
Challenges:
As-is - Tracking of Container:
- All new containers have a log (sort of usb key) that allows tracing and contains all
historic data on the container. The log can be accessed is case of claim, but also by
the Food authorities without requiring authorization from owner. Typically used if
an error is found in the container’s temperature when arriving at port, in order to
find when the wrong temperature was set up (and by whom).
F.3.3. Container loaded onboard ship,
The loading is done according to loading list (which container (load list) for which shipping
line, and place onboard (stowage plan))
Challenge:
Cargo handling workers:
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-

-

The shipping line book the loading/unloading workers itself, specifying the type of
cargo, volume, the equipment needed, the time, etc. The terminal is not
responsible anymore for passing over this information.
The competitiveness (price) of the port is reduced due to the fact that the labour
organizations require a certain number of workers for each loading/discharging
operation, although this number is not always necessary in practice.

2.4 Summary of Challenges
The present chapter summarizes the challenges (obstacles to operations, common problems)
and deviations (changes in plan / alternative path) identified by each of the actors represented
in the use case. These challenges are intentionally divided by actor / role, to avoid
generalization of problems at this stage of the process. It is important to understand the as-is
processes (described above) and the challenges, obstacles and deviations encountered from
the perspective of each actor before making any combination and starting looking for joint
solutions.

2.4.1 Challenges identified by ÅRH
The main deviations that must be handled by Port of Ålesund are the following14:


A ship is delayed into port due to weather conditions, lack of pilot, technical problems,
accidents onboard, and certificate of officer or for some other reason. For fish
transport, a delay of container ship into port of Ålesund may propagate to a delay into
Rotterdam or Bremerhaven. If the container ship does not reach its slot time in these
ports, the fish may loose the connection with the deep sea ships going for instance to
South America or Asia.
A ship delay will lead to a need for replanning in the port, regarding:
o

Port resources: quays, cranes etc.

o

Port services: water supply, waste handling

o

Notification to relevant parties of the delay: pilot, tugs, cranes, linemen etc.



Deviations related to goods and requiring replanning include: problems in clearance of
goods, missing notice of readiness, damage to cargo, defective / lack of loading
equipment, cargo documentation missing.



Deviations related to terminal operations include: lack of capacity at the terminal,
unclear terminal window, waiting at quay, faulty equipment to be used in the loading
process.

In addition, the following operational challenges have been identified:

14

Some of the data collection related to the challenges are imported from WP6
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Not all stakeholders use standardized message; there is still a need for telephone, and
fax.



Much manual info registration, and a lot of work duplication.



Very high number of port calls during the high seasons. In addition, only 5% out of
5000 small fish boat (yearly) announce their arrival.



The port is struggling to get the necessary information on time before departure, and
still depends on one-to-one communication, instead of receiving all information
automatically or via a centralized system.



Weather information: need for higher data quality and exactitude.



Need 24/7 availability for ensuring customer service & flexibility



Problems of quay capacity when several simultaneous port calls.

2.4.2 Challenges identified by NCL
The main deviations encountered include:


Port Call and consequences of vessel delay.

The allocation of slot time at ports represents a risk of higher queue in case of delay (missing
slot time), especially in big ports, where short sea and deep-sea vessels fight for the same
berth.
One major problem related to slot-time allocation is the difficulty in obtaining updated
information about next slot, or reschedule, which is necessary for adjusting vessel speed and
save bunker.
A plus would be to have the possibility to choose among alternative delivery times, in order to
use slot time in an optimal way. This would enable the re-planning of delivery while already at
sea. This requires communication.


Cancellations and delays affecting re-planning

Operation plan (at office) and Stowage plan (onboard) are often affected by cancellations.
Late arrival of cargo is handled by establishing good margin, allowing the vessel some waiting
time (up to 3 hours).
Challenges related to terminals are slot-time and limited storage space.

Problem of late changes in booking: At the time of loading and departure, NCL is often faced
with the problem that some bookings are not ready for departure (physical availability or
documentation), while other cargo have everything in order but cannot be loaded because the
cargo not ready has priority (booking confirmed) and NCL must just wait for it, and run the risk
to sail not fully loaded.


Failures in discharge/load list, waybill, wrong or lack of information.
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Containers may sometimes be fail loaded or discharged, which results in delays and reparation
costs (booking new vessel to arrive at destination). Such failures in discharge/loading can be
the agent’s fault (error in the discharge/load list; not matching the booking) or the vessel’s
fault (incorrect reading of discharge/loading list).
The problem is that the higher the number of manual data handling, the higher the risk of
errors, so as long as information is transferred by email and phone and registered manually,
the risk of errors will remain high.

The three above mentioned deviations are typical events that require monitoring and/or
replanning.

In addition, NCL is facing the following operational challenges:


Predictability of market demand.



No immediate transfer of information, still e-mail /phone etc.



Stowage plan requires a lot of work; even worse when cancellations.



Time pressure, a lot of work during week-ends



Port Call and slot-time: difficulty in obtaining updated information about next slot,
thus to reschedule



Limited storage capacity available at terminals

2.4.3 Challenges identified by TF
Some of the deviations encountered that can impede / slow down the loading/discharging
activity are summarized below:


Change in Booking:

Always changes until short time before departure.
o



Replanning: the terminal must adapt to the customer’s changes, and receive new
loading/discharging list. But in practice, no cargo is sent (uploaded) if not
physically in place at the terminal one day before.

Capacity constraints:

At the time of loading, the container line does not have the agreed capacity, and cannot take
all the containers registered in the loading list.
o



Replanning: The cargo agent (need for shipment), the shipping line (limited space
onboard) and the terminal (container asset, storage capacity) discuss and agree on
a new load list, which container leave and which stay.

Lack of license => not registered on loading list.

The import license in the destination country has not been obtained. The fixing of license
cannot be done during the sailing, too risky.
TF-Terminal does not load any container which is not registered in the load list.
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o


Replanning: The container must remain in the terminal until license is obtained
and a new booking is made (new place onboard).

Documentation not OK / incomplete loading list / cargo not cleared:

Errors and lack of documentations occur due to wrong manual registration, omission, and
delay in information sending. TF-Terminal does not load any container before all documents
are in order.
o


Replanning: The container must remain in the terminal until the documentation is
arranged.

Problem with the sealing

After unloading the container, TF-terminal notices that the sealing had not been correctly set
up.
o

Procedure to follow (deviation handling):

TF (the receiver terminal) sends an email to the sender-terminal for reporting the
failure in the sealing and requiring a document confirming the container number its
origin, content etc. The same documentation is sent to cargo owner, shipping line.


Ship delayed

Delay due to change in ETA is announced by the ship agent pr captain.
Delay due to weather can be detected through AIS check every morning.
Late arrival of cargo or late arrival of ship => reduced time for cargo discharge and loading.
o

Replanning: Need to replan the terminal activities: cargo discharge, dispatching
and loading activities, the workers, the equipment (cranes) and facilities (quay)...

Further problems due to quay capacity limited to tow vessels.
o



Replanning / procedure: The terminal applies the First-in/First-served policy, and
takes care of serving one ship of each shipping line in order to secure fair
competition.

Loading of container not finished on time

Although shipping lines have some margin, can wait 2-3 hours for the loading to be completed,
the big lines like Maersk are very strict and leave on time, whether loading is fully completed
or not.
o



Replanning:
- The most urgent cargo is uploaded (agreement between terminal and
cargo agent).
- The rest is rebooked for the next departure, next week.
- If urgent, the terminal or cargo agent tries to find an alternative (booking
another ship)

Problem with temperature control

Problems in power connection or wrong temperature (temperature +3C instead of -18C and
vice versa) set-up can lead to the cargo not being kept at the temperature-level required.
o

Procedure:
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When the problem is discovered, a process is engaged to find when the temperature
failure occurred.


Damaged container:

Damage to container revealed during the PTI check.
o

Procedure:

To find the responsibility, the historic of PTI is established by KuldeElektro (access to all
containers via online system)

In addition, the following operational challenges have been reported:
Time constraint affecting the operations of the container terminal results from following
challenges:


Constant fish production: exporters need to be able to ship fish cargo any day of the
week.



Need export license: lack of license and other important documentation create
bottleneck around loading and departure.



Often last minute decision during the high season: decision to export is also based on
available container capacity (can be a trigger to send a part of the production one day
instead of later).



Planning during season is challenged by capacity



3PL also sell on behalf of TF, which adds up to the booking requests directly received
by TF



Cargo must be at the terminal at latest the day before departure. However, there are
constant changes in customers’ requirements, in part justified by limited capacity at
terminal. For example, customer may at the last minute decide not to go through the
terminal, but directly to the next terminal (following the transport execution plan).



Shipping lines (feeder) put pressure on the terminal to have the cargo ready as early as
possible to be able to start loading earlier. However, the terminal does not start
loading until they have the complete loading list (Terminal’s policy), even if booking
has been made. TF /Terminal wishes to be as flexible as possible, and do not impose
strict enough deadlines. At the end, all containers not loaded on time must be rebooked on a later departure (day/week after). The customer should be better at
planning.

2.5 Opportunities for F.I. Technologies
Initial suggestion of potential improvement areas relevant for the FInest components have
been made by the use case participants. These are based on their current challenges,
expectations from FInest and understanding of FInest platform. These opportunities shall be
regarded as initial requirements from the use case to the FInest platform.
1. Improved exchange of information: right information, right time, easy access
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Access to updated and correct information is crucial. For example, the port is struggling to
get the necessary information, instead of receiving it automatically or via a centralized
system. In addition, weather information: more exact info should be directly accessible by
the captain so that the ship becomes less dependent.
ICT to support the ship from shore, and broad band connection for ships. For example, the
establishment of stowage plan could be improved by cooperation land/vessel.
2. More automation of information registration
Better exploitation of the advantages of internet-based data systems: automatic data
exchange; real time data.
There is a need to reduce the manual work on correcting deviations. Today, every step that
needs “confirmation” is manual (order request, booking, scheduling etc.). Ideally the
information should be directly registered by the stakeholder possessing the information
(e.g. information on the shipment registered directly by captain in softship; information on
port call registered directly by captain or ship agent in the PCS, etc.).
In addition, automatic update of web pages are necessary (currently being implemented).
For example, for the port, automatic update of WebPages (“ship calling”, “at port”,
“departure”, etc.) based on information from SafeSeaNet and actual data from AIS, or for
NCL, automatic update of master schedule.
3. A system adapted to current systems in place
FInest platform or any other solution must be adapted to NCL’s e-business (and improving
integration between NCL and its business partners), to the Port Community System of
Ålesund Port, and easily accessed by all actors.
4. Online Booking
To improve replanning in case of delays, a system for booking of port call, quay place, ship
services directly online by the ship of ship agent would be very valuable. This would also
help overcoming the problem of several ships arriving at the same time. The system should
be user friendly, offering possibility to check routes, schedules, price and time through a
unique portal.
5. Improved predictability of market demand (Statistics, forecasts, market portal)
To facilitate forecasting and scheduling of container transport, a system enabling the
structuring of information (possibly automatic registration of outgoing cargo) would be
valuable.
A market intelligence type of tool that provides overview over market need for transport
and enable better information flow and planning of services, including tracking of cargo
(interesting in the case of fish cargo, where one of the problem is related to small fish boat
not announcing their arrival)
6. Enabled higher coordination among all involved actors.
Closer integration with customers; improved planning of fish export
Enable more deliberate resources cooperation on a regional level, for example on capacity.
For improving the early planning stage (scheduling of services), there is a need for improved
coordination between the forwarders, shipping lines, vessel and agents, in order to enable
better exchange of information, better quality of information, early booking etc.
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Networking / resource pooling could be a valuable strategy for increase transparency and
enable flexibility.
7. Resource and capacity overview and management (resource hub; one virtual
meeting place for all actors)
One virtual meeting place for all actors (NCL, TF, KN, etc) providing resource and capacity
overview, availability, etc., like a resource hub accessible from the website
However, the challenge is relates to unwillingness to share information: although the
terminal, ports, and especially the cargo agents would see this as positive, the shipping
lines in general are less willing to share information, because of too much competition.
Today, Softship is a kind of meeting place for NCL, TF and ÅRH, and is used to coordinate
need and capacity. However, this coordination is still a one-to-one communication, and still
requiring some e-mails and phone calls.
8. Facilitate Port Call and more flexible use of slot-time
To increase the coordination needed between shipping line and the port and among
shipping lines, a solution could be to be able to choose among several delivery times, in
order to use slot time in an optimal way.
9. Improved handling of deviations, monitoring and treatment of information
Improved coordination and resource mobilization among a network of actors (own
resources or partners’ resources), enabling better re-planning of services in case of
deviation. A common platform for exchange of information (facilitating the all
centralization of documentation, like load list, custom clearance etc.)
Immediate treatment of information related to deviations (for example damage reporting
in the case of PTI check).
10. Real time tracking of container and vessels around the world.
Future Internet should facilitate a system for real time tracking of all containers and ship
around the world. This would facilitate planning of transport activity, but also give
information on containers (damage, usage) that could support the planning of production
of containers
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3 Use Case 2: Air Transport of Equipment
3.1 Introduction
Scenario setting
Element

Description

Case title

Air transport of equipment from Kiev (UA) to Amsterdam (NL)

Operational
description

A supplier in Kiev has been contracted by a customer in Amsterdam to send
approximately 4 tons of goods classified as “machinery parts” to them. The
shipping scenario is built and handled by KN agents, and is comprised of the
following activities:
1) Goods picked up from customer plant and unloaded at the KN airfreight
station at the Kiev airport
2) KN packs the goods into air cargo compliant cases and delivers them to the
air cargo facility at the airport. KLM ships the goods to the Amsterdam airport
3) KN takes care of customs clearance in Amsterdam
4) Goods are then transported from the Amsterdam airport to the customer’s
office.

Cargo Type

Machinery parts, in the following load units:
Truck: Pallet
Truck: Machine transport rack
Plane: ULD
Plane: Flatbed

Transport Mode

Road & Air





FInest Components

Companies involved
& roles

Challenges


•


Transport Planning Manager (TPM)
Event Processing Manager (EPM)
Business Collaboration Manager (BCM)
E-contracting Manager (ECM)
Forwarder: Kuehne + Nagel
Carrier: Air France KLM Cargo
Local Truckers

Documentation / information
Export / import permissions
Handling of delays
Resources overview

Table 2: Summary of use case 2 - Air Transport of Equipment

The current limitations brought up with this use case are of several types:
 All communications are done over the telephone / fax, in an ad-hoc manner. the
challenge is to reduce the manual, human effort in communication. This must lead to
more efficient (causes less effort) and effective (causes less rework) communication.
 Challenges related to getting “the right information, in the right format at the right
time”. Due to insufficient information delivery (timing, format, content) it’s difficult to
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optimize planning and manage assets utilization (both aircraft as personnel). In
addition, authorities (security and customs) need to execute extra checks which cause
disruption in the process (longer lead times, rework)
KN agents that seek for air freight and ground freight contractors will naturally contact
only one or two known partners, not only limiting the competition but also severely
restricting the selection of available shipment dates.
All related documentation is sent hard-copied with the cargo.
KN agents enter tracking and tracing information manually, e.g., to indicate that the
cargo is at the airport awaiting carriage.

The following figure illustrates the transport chain covered in the use case, and summarizes
(blue box) the relevant applications of Future Internet envisioned in this use case (a priori).

Figure 12: Use case illustration
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3.2 Big Picture
The Figure 13 shows the current overall supply chain scope for use-case 2: a consignee orders
machine parts from a shipper and negotiates transport terms with a forwarder who arranges
transport from seller to buyer. The process described below shows one possible alternative to
perform the shipment.

Figure 13: Air transport of equipment: supply chain
The main steps are as follows:


A forwarder, who got an order, has to organize the transport goods by truck from the
sender to the airport, where export custom clearance is performed.



The carrier performs the air transport to destination airport.



At their arrival, goods are taken by truck (organized by the forwarder) and brought to
the consignee / buyer. Meanwhile freight forwarder proceed to import customs
clearance

Much of the necessary communication is conducted by several EDI interfaces which are
already established between bigger participants. However, one still see higher reliability in
human contact, and sometimes for communication purposes, e-mail or phone are used in
addition for confirming orders or to clear up questions when logistics include special
components that vary often.
At the moment there is no full electronic based order process possible, because of many roles,
such as customs offices, governmental administration or especially truckers are not connected
or able to connect to EDI interfaces today.

As-is process description:
Focus in use case 2 is put on describing a complete door-to-door transport chain, by dividing it
in three main parts (described in the big picture above):
1. Shipper to carrier
2. Carrier process (Forwarder to Carrier, then Carrier to Forwarder)
3. Carrier to consignee
The as-is process descriptions in the following chapters 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 also follow this
division. In each chapter, the processes are illustrated first in a diagram, then in plain text. The
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diagram shows a brief picture of the most important processes. Every blue arrow can be
interpreted as necessary communication or process progress flow. The green arrows are
additional links to understand the communication flow and resulting process better. A more
detailed explanation can be found in the text following each diagram.

Stakeholders / Role descriptions:
The two companies involved in the use case (Kuehne+Nagel and AirFrance-KLM Cargo)
representing the two main roles carrying out the transport service: the freight forwarder KN
and the carrier AirFrance-KLM Cargo.
In addition, several stakeholders / roles are engaged in the transport chain.


Shipper (Role = Transport Service User): the customer of the freight forwarder, the one
buying transport service and sending cargo to a destination.



Customs (Role = Transport Regulator): the authorities controlling the import and
export of cargo to and from a country.



Trucker (Role = Transport Service Provider): the provider of truck transport service.



Authorities (Role = Transport Regulator): mostly statistics office.



Consignee (Role = Transport service User): the receiver of the cargo (end customer).

Not all stakeholders are shown in all the three process diagrams. In some diagrams, for
example the one of the carrier processes, the consignee is not mentioned since its role is less
relevant at this stage. Following overall roles are used:

Clarification on the role of the forwarder:
At the beginning there is a seller and a buyer, who make a contract about how many goods to
buy and who pays for the shipment. For example, the seller (sender of goods) can pay the
transport to the buyer (receiver of goods) or the buyer pays the whole transport by
him/herself. There are many other ways about who pays which part. This is defined in the
Incoterms15. In the present use case, the consignee pays the transport.
The forwarder (e.g. Kuehne+Nagel) is the actor acting on behalf of the cargo owner, i.e. the
sender of goods. The forwarder gets the shipment order from the sender and has to organize
the truck transport to the airport, book the air transport to destination airport, and organize
the truck transports of the goods to the consignee.

3.3 As-is Description of Business Processes
The present chapter described as-is processes for delivery of machinery parts from Kiev to
Amsterdam , divided in three parts.

15

A detailed description of the Incoterms is given in D1.1.
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3.3.1 Shipper to carrier

Shipper
to carrier
(1/3)

Processes

This is the first of three processes: Transport of machines from shipper to airport by a
forwarder and a trucker.

1. Marketing, Sale
and Alignment

2.
Planning

3. Execution

4.
Completion

Actors & Roles
Shipper

1.1
Send transp.
order

1.6
Invoice
acceptance

2.3
Confirm details / load list

Forwarder

1.2
Booking /
confirmation

1.5
Issue invoice

2.1
Schedule pickup goods

3.1
Assembling /
declarations

3.7
Provide goods
/ details

3.3
Checks /
customs doc.

Customs

3.6
Book transport to airp.

4.1
Booking
at carrier

3.4
Customs for
export

Carrier

4.2
Scheduling &
confirmation

Trucker

2.1
Receive pickup info

Authorities

Consignee

3.6
Receive
transp. details

4.3
Get & transp.
goods to airp.

3.5
Data
registration

1.1
Send transp.
order

1.1
Invoice
acceptance

Figure 14: as-is processes of the transport phase from shipper to carrier.

Each as-is business process identified is described in detail below, with numbers corresponding
to the numbers indicated in the diagram in , as well as main challenges.

PHASE 1: MARKETING, SALES, ALIGNMENT
The Marketing, Sale and Alignment processes are concerned with matching services with Air
France KLM Cargo’s customers’ needs. The phase consists of





publishing of services offered
establishing contact between Air France KLM Cargo and potential customers
agreeing on the terms of the service
confirm the booking (sale of the service)

The Marketing, Sale and Alignment process defined in FInest encompasses Air France KLM
Cargo’s Schedule and Booking business processes.
1.1. Send transport order
As-is
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-

A customer (meaning the customer of the forwarder, which can be shipper or consignee,
depending on trade terms, i.e. depending on who orders and pays for the transport)
contacts a forwarder by e-mail or EDI and sends a transport order.
Challenges
- When e-mail is used, the plan doesn’t achieve the customer immediately, but only when
internet connection is available.
- No long time documentation when user doesn’t print the order.
1.2. Booking
As-is
-

Shipper or consignee sends selected route and booking request to forwarder to check in
schedule whether it is possible to book
Challenges
- When e-mail or phone is used, it takes much more time as it would take when it would
be sent via EDI and checked automatically.
- Shippers or consignees sometimes change their need for capacity. The challenge is to
adapt to these changes
1.3. Verify booking
As-is
-

The forwarder sends verification of transport capacity and availability to the customer
based on information from schedule programs and or own experience. Otherwise he
refuses.
Challenges
- Own experience might be not correct
- Customer is cancelling orders on short notice
1.4. Confirm booking
As-is
-

Forwarder confirms booking and provides additional information on truck, reference
and schedule to the customer.
1.5. Issue Invoice

As-is
-

Forwarder invoices end customer for ordered services. An invoice is sent to the
customer who includes trucker and carrier costs according to booking agreement.
Challenges
- Usually paper based
1.6. Invoice acceptance
As-is
-

End customer accepts invoice according to negotiation

PHASE 2: PLANNING
The provision of transport and services is planned and managed based on actual demand and
information about the Transportation Network infrastructure and traffic conditions. The
planning includes decisions about


routes,
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schedules,
service types and
use of resources.

2.1. Schedule pick-up goods
As-is
-

Forwarder arranges local pick-up with trucker at shipper and makes transport
documents. Trucker receives pick-up information. Trucker calls shipper when goods are
available and tells time to trucker when to collect the goods.
Challenges
- Usually only phone is used
2.2. Confirm pick-up details
As-is
-

Shipper confirms pick-up details in cooperation with forwarder.
2.3. Discharge / Load list

As-is
-

Shipper builds a load / discharge list to know what and how to transport. He has to
collect relevant data.
Challenges
- When data is not available, e.g. weight, the trucker weight cannot be calculated
correctly.

PHASE 3: EXECUTION
The Execution phase begins when work processes are initiated in accordance with the
execution plans and ends when the execution is completed or cancelled. The execution of the
operations includes movement of goods, cargo handling, document handling, monitoring and
control of operations and goods, supporting effective coordination and accomplishment of the
whole transport chain. This may include transport and terminal operations managed by several
Transport Service Providers (transport companies, terminals, etc.). This phase also deals with
detection and management of deviations.

3.1. Assemble shipment
As-is
-

Shipper collects materials and goods, palletizes according to load list to be ready for the
trucker at the confirmed date.
- Shipper sends detailed documentation about goods to forwarder by e-mail.
Challenges
- Documents are incorrect, e.g. typos
3.2. Checks / customs documents
As-is
-

Forwarder receives documents and performs checks of incoming information.
Forwarder corrects and puts into customs document standard to transfer to customs.
Challenge
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-

Information is missing, so the forwarder has to rectify documents in collaboration with
shipper
3.3. Customs clearance for export

As-is
-

Forwarder sends customs documents to customs office by EDI or email, if necessary.
Challenge
- Delays in customs process
3.4. Customs for export
As-is
- Customs office receives customs documents to checks and confirm.
Challenge
- Request is not accepted, e.g. because of possible doubts if there could be something
wrong with the content of the cargo

3.5. Data registration
As-is
-

Statistic reports have to be sent to government institutes for statistics
Challenge
- Freight might be not accepted to leave country because of governmental regulations
3.6. Book transport to airport
As-is
-

Forwarder books trucker. Forwarder now needs to bring goods from shipper to airport.
Transport details are discussed usually in phone call or e-mail. Trucker will then send
truck to shipper.
Challenge
- Usually no EDI used today
- Trucker might not sent status messages, e.g. when he will probably arrive
- When trucker is busy, delays occur
- Some truckers might be preferred, because they have proven reliability
- Cheap trucks from marketplace might not be trustworthy
3.7. Provide goods / details
As-is
- Shipper provides goods and documents ready to collect for incoming trucker
Challenge
- Shipper cannot produce or collect materials and goods or documents in time and delays
occur

PHASE 4: COMPLETION
The completion phase includes the agreed completion of the services (e.g. delivery of the
transported goods at the destination), handling of payment and claims when the actual service
has deviated from the agreed terms. Also, while the handling of payment for services may
come at any time in the process (e.g. prepayment), it fits in the completion phase from a
logical viewpoint.
4.1 Booking at carrier
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As-is
-

Forwarder sends trucker identification and goods information, destination and booking
request to known carrier.
4.2 Scheduling and booking verification

As-is
-

Carrier sends first verification of transport capacity and availability to costumer which
bases on information from schedule programs.
4.3. Deliver goods to airport

As-is
-

Truck arrives at shipper, goods are prepared.
Truck is loaded with goods
Transport details and committed to trucker
The same documents are sent to forwarder by mail
Truck starts
Challenge
- Truck can be too late
- Truck can be too small
- Truck can delay when driving to destination
- Contact to truck can get lost

3.3.2 Carrier process: forwarder to carrier, then carrier to forwarder
This is the second of three processes: Handling of machines which are transported by carrier
with a plane from airport to airport is described here.
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Figure 15: as-is processes of the carrier (including processes from forwarder to carrier, then from
carrier to forwarder)

Each as-is business process identified is described in detail below, with numbers corresponding
to the numbers indicated in the diagram in, as well as main challenges.

PHASE 1: MARKETING, SALES, ALIGNMENT

1.1 Confirm booking
As-is
-

Forwarder confirms booking and provides additional information about goods to carrier
1.2 Receive Acknowledgement

As-is
-

Carrier answers with booking confirmation and provides additional information about
flight details
1.3 Issue invoice

As-is
-

Carrier invoices forwarder for ordered flight and services according to agreed price
rates.
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-

Issue is usually sent by EDI
1.4 Issue acceptance

As-is
-

Forwarder check invoice automatically and accept (via EDI interface).

PROCESS 2: PLANNING
2.1. Load plan / storage plan
As-is
-

Carrier establishes raw load plan based on information on former planning and requests
for incoming deliveries
2.2. Build AWB

As-is
-

Forwarder builds AWB (Air Way Bill) in coordination with carrier with information about
the goods.
- This document is physically sent with the cargo.
- The electronic document is sent by EDI from forwarder to carrier.
Deviations
- A typical deviation occurs when AWB is incorrect or missing. All deviations/events are
automatically reported by the Cargo System, which the air carrier and the shipper have
access to.

PROCESS 3: EXECUTION
3.8. Unload truck and build ULDs
As-is
-

Truck is unloaded by trucker at the according place on the airport.
ULDs according to Load plan instructions are built by carrier.
3.9. Ramp transport & security check

As-is
-

Security checks are performed. Then ULDs and according documents are transported to
cargo ramp
Deviations
- A typical deviation occurs when documents are incorrect or missing. All
deviations/events are automatically reported by the Cargo System, which the air carrier
and the shipper have access to
3.10.

Load aircraft, register container

As-is
-

ULDs are registered by scanner systems before transporting into plane.
Aircraft is loaded according to intern instructions.
Deviations
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-

Typical deviations include: booking discrepancy (more or less volume, weight delivered
than booked; no-show or late show for booked flight); ground operations or physical
issue (late unloading, damaged cargo, wrong packaging). All deviations/events are
automatically reported by the Cargo System, which the air carrier and the shipper have
access to.
3.11.

Flight

As-is
-

Cargo is transported in plane. Meanwhile it is important to hold and record information
about conditions (temperature, pressure etc.).
Challenge
- It is not possible at the moment, to track this condition information online.
3.12. Alert receiver for incoming shipment
As-is
-

Destination airport gets incoming information from plane to prepare for incoming
shipment.

Challenge
-

-

At the moment it is not possible to process information, which is sent to the airport
automatically to forwarder. The forwarder does not exactly know when the plane
arrived.
Plane coordinates are known only by flight control, which use RADAR supported by
altitude information sent by the plain itself.
GPS coordinates and altitude of the plane are only available for the plane manufacturer
and not accessible at the moment

PHASE 4: COMPLETION
4.1. Breakdown ULDs
As-is
-

Carrier receives ULDs and bulk cargo and breaks it down into a warehouse.
4.2. Incoming checks (& administration)

As-is
-

Carrier checks incoming shipment documents and connection time.
4.3. Segregate shipment

As-is
-

Carrier segregates shipment and builds cargo for further processing on truck
4.4. Pre-alert receiving forwarder

As-is
-

Forwarder is being informed by carrier to prepare for picking up goods.
4.5. Invoice payment

As-is
-

Forwarder transfers money to carrier
4.6. Invoice control
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As-is
-

Carrier checks if invoice is paid.

3.3.3 Carrier to consignee

Carrier to
consignee
(3/3)

Processes

This is the last of three processes: Handling of machines which are transported by carrier with
a plane from airport to airport is described here.
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Figure 16: as-is processes of the transport phase from carrier to consignee

Each as-is business process identified is described in detail below, with numbers corresponding
to the numbers indicated in the diagram in, as well as main challenges.

PHASE 1: MARKETING, SALES, ALIGNMENT
1.1. Receive shipment alert from Airline
As-is
-

Carrier sends information about incoming shipment to forwarder.
1.2. Booking

As-is
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-

Forwarder selects route and sends booking request to trucker for collecting goods from
carrier to trucker to check in schedule whether booking is possible
1.3. Verify booking

As-is
-

Trucker sends verification of transport capacity and availability to the customer (freight
forwarder).
1.4. Confirm booking

As-is
-

Trucker confirms booking and provides additional information on truck and schedule to
customer (freight forwarder).
1.5. Receive acknowledgement

As-is
-

Forwarder sends booking commitment to trucker
1.6. Issue invoice

As-is
-

Trucker makes invoice specifying cargo, loading, discharge.
1.7. Invoice acceptance

As-is
-

Forwarder accepts invoice

PHASE 2: PLANNING
2.1. Schedule pick-up goods
As-is
-

Carrier prepares for incoming truck to collect goods.
2.2. Confirm pick-up details

As-is
-

Trucker confirms pick-up details in cooperation with carrier.
2.3. Waybill / Road waybill

As-is
-

Forwarder issues waybill document for trucker. Trucker gets this document from
forwarder at airport.
2.4. Discharge / Load list

As-is
-

Trucker builds a load list to know what and how to transport in cooperation with carrier

PHASE 3: EXECUTION
3.1. Declarations
As-is
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-

Forwarder declares dangerous goods, security notes etc. and prepares according
documents.
This documents and waybill is given to trucker
3.2. Pick-up goods

As-is
-

Trucker picks up goods from carrier with waybill document for authorization.
Trucker drives to consignee
3.3. Checks / customs documents

As-is
-

Forwarder performs checks of information.
Forwarder corrects and puts into customs document standard
Forwarder sends customs documents to customs office by EDI or email, if necessary.
Challenge
- Information is missing, so the forwarder has to rectify documents
3.4. Customs clearance for import
As-is
-

Customs office receives customs documents to check and confirm.

Challenges
- Delays in customs process
- Request is not accepted, e.g. because of possible doubts if there could be something
wrong with the content of the cargo
3.5. Data registration
As-is
- Statistic reports have to be sent to government institutes for statistics
Challenge
- Freight might be not accepted to leave country because of governmental regulations

3.6. Deliver to consignee
As-is
-

Trucker delivers goods at consignee
Trucker gets proof of delivery

PHASE 4: COMPLETION
4.1. Pre advise shipment
As-is
-

Forwarder sends alert to consignee for incoming shipment
4.2. Proof of delivery

As-is
-

Trucker gets Proof of Delivery
4.3. Check payment

As-is
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-

Forwarder checks if consignee paid.

3.4 Summary of Challenges
The present chapter summarizes the challenges (obstacles to operations, common problems)
and deviations (changes in plan / alternative path) identified by each of the actors represented
in the use case.
Main deviations encountered by carrier and forwarder during shipment operations:


Handling of Events:
All events / deviations occurring during the carrier process are monitored by AFKL and
detected automatically by their Cargo System. All data is consolidated in the AFKL data
warehouse system. All events are monitored today for 92% of shipments. The events
are categorized into the following: Booking discrepancy, documentation issue,
government/authority issue, ground operations or physical issue, commercial reasons,
flight/truck operations, IT failure and data capture issue, and force majeure.
Event handling in countries in Eastern Europe can be more complex because of low
developed infrastructure.



Information centralization:
At the moment there is no completed documentation of where information comes
from because many decisions are made in an ad hoc manner and depending on
different persons.



Unreliable custom clearance process outside EU:
It is not guaranteed to get export / import permissions in assessable time in countries
outside EU. Customs clearance can take longer due to unpredictable reliability in
customs offices and no use of modern technology.



Resource overview:
There is no easy way to get the amount of available resources. An overview would be
very useful.



Information quality insufficient:
Timing of information, content, way of communication, manual versus automated etc
are not sufficient. Improved information quality will increase pro-active and re-active
behaviour supports better planning which will lead to better asset utilization (aircraft
and personnel).

Typical Challenges when Managing Carrier Contracts:


Difficulties to control the actual status of carrier contract
- E.g. actual utilization vs. agreed volume commitments



Difficulties to control global utilization of carrier contracts vs. local deals
- What locations are using the contracts?



Complicated information exchange set-up with multiple carriers
- Various ERP systems to be linked with



Missing overall visibility and lack of carrier performance control
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Too many points of entry for your local organizations

High internal administrational workload e.g.
- Invoicing including freight audit
- Management of documents
- Distribution of transport related information

These challenges have a negative impact on operational cost, working capital and revenue
growth.

Common industry challenges voiced by clients in Airfreight








Incorrect Billing
Difficult to control invoicing | varying charges
No transparency of destination charges beforehand
Long response time on requests for prices
No commitment | No responsibility taken by forwarder
Data Quality | Reliability
Visibility

3.5 Opportunities for F.I. Technologies
Air France KLM Cargo and Martinair Cargo have been on the forefront of transporting and
handling a variety of cargo. They have the opportunity to leverage FInest project results to
improve their business.
Initial suggestion of potential improvement areas relevant for the FInest components have
been made by the use case participants. These are based on their current challenges,
expectations from FInest and understanding of FInest platform. These opportunities shall be
regarded as initial requirements from the use case to the FInest platform:




Event-driven monitoring and tracking of logistic processes
-

Today all documentation and events are handled in a manual way. Providers
don’t always know exactly where their goods are to prepare next steps or
organize deviation handling.

-

Deviations can be prevented in the future by monitoring the process in real time
and steer when small deviations occur. If we can act immediately the chance is
bigger to solve the problems and still deliver on time. Future Internet can
support exchanging information between chain partners and decision making
processes.

Collaboration manager
A standardized communication interface between all participants would increase the
speed of slow telephone / fax / e-mail processes as it is today and also be the basis for
further evaluation or FI improvements.



Transparency
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-

Due to the fact that usually only a few known partners (e.g. trucker or carrier)
are used by agents, there is no real competition between freight contractors.
Furthermore this reduces available shipment dates because a limited number of
partners cannot offer the same level of availability as all partners together.
Higher competition in this way could cause faster shipment due to increased
flexibility of higher transport possibilities.

-

Future Internet Technologies can also support in solving structural issues by
delivering management information. This is input for chain partners to give the
right focus for problem solving.

Pervasive RFID structures
Cargo which is continuously provided with RFID can provide the ability to evaluate fast
information and can cause less paper and more automation. This could be a source for
many other improvements which can be implemented basing on RFID.



Real time Tracking and Tracing
With total cargo visibility, e.g. with satellite based network information sharing,
security improvements can be provided. So there could be gained higher reliability and
improved predictability for cargo.



Clear responsibilities
For higher service level, higher transparency and more efficiency.



Predictability



Resource overview



Better asset management
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4 Use case 3: Global Consumer Goods Production & Distribution
4.1 Introduction
The modern consumer goods industry is a global business where the suppliers of (final or prefinal) products are often located in low-costs countries, which are shipped to various countries
for market delivery or final assembly.
Arcelik offer a unique perspective in the project and particularly in the use case WP by bringing
in the customer’s perspective and all the challenges related to it.
In order to create a better understanding of the logistical processes and the needs of the
company, three different scenarios are selected as representatives of the logistical processes.
These correspond to three distinct transport chains: Import from Far East, Import from EU and
Export to UK. The Table 6 summarizes the scenario settings.

Element

Description

Use Case title

Global Consumer Goods Production & Distribution

Operational
description

 Use Case 3A: Import from Far East
Shipment from Far East to TURKEY via sea transport. Scenario is comprised of
the following activities: purchasing procedures, loading products from the
suppliers warehouse, delivery to port, shipment by vessel depending on the
vessel schedule , documentation, unloading to port area on arrival, custom
operations and inland transport to Arcelik's warehouse.
 Use Case 3B: Import from Europe
Shipment from Europe to TURKEY by truck. Scenario is comprised of the
following activities: purchasing procedures, loading products from the material
supplier's warehouse, delivery to border gate, custom operations and inland
transport to Arcelik's warehouse
 Use Case 3C: Export from Turkey to UK
Shipment from TURKEY to UK via sea transport. Scenario is comprised of the
following activities: sales procedure, loading products from the Arcelik's
warehouse, delivery to port, shipment by vessel depending on the vessel
schedule, documentation, unloading to port area on arrival, custom operations
and inland transport to customer's warehouse.

Cargo Type

Materials, semi-finished or finished goods (consumer durables, consumer
electronics)

Transport Mode

Use Case 3A: Road and Sea
Use Case 3B: Road
Use Case 3C: Road and Sea

FInest Components

Companies involved
and roles






Transport Planning Manager (TPM)
Event Processing Manager (EPM)
Business Collaboration Manager (BCM)
E-contracting Manager (ECM)

Main actors (FInest partner)
o Arcelik: Purchasing Department, Production planning department,
Logistics department
Other Stakeholders
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o
o
o
o
o
o
Challenges

o
o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

Material Supplier
Logistic Providers: Inland transporter, Freight Forwarder, Carriers
Port authorities :Loading Port , Unloading Port
Custom authorities: Customs Brokers, Customs.
Warehouses: Arcelik's warehouse, customer's warehouse
ICT Service Providers

Manual registration of data and human errors.
Complexity and manual nature of information and data transfer (phone,
fax, hardcopies etc.).
Time delays on information input.
Communication and collaboration problems.
Difficulties in tracking and tracing the products because of the nonexistence of a unique reference number which can be utilized through all
the phases of the transportation process.
Foreseeing the delays, problems, and bottlenecks, and reacting on-time to
eliminate them, is not possible since real-time and trusted data is not
available or not visible.
Re-routing of the containers (if necessary) using the up-to-date data and
instructing the logistics providers about such changes on the routes, is not
possible considering the current technological infrastructure.
Since it is really difficult to have reliable data on the timing of the subprocesses, it is difficult to optimize unloading schedules to better utilize
the usage of the equipments and space in the warehouses.
In order to increase the customer satisfaction rate, it is necessary to
provide the customer with correct and on-time information about the
shipments.

Table 3: Summary of Use Case 3 - Global Consumer Goods Production & Distribution

4.2 Big Picture
Overall pictures have been drawn for each of the transport chain studied in this use case. The
intention is to provide a brief summary of each set of operations, which will be further
described in the as-is process description in the next chapter. These “big pictures” of transport
chain can be visualized in Figure 17, Figure 18 and Figure 19. In the upper layer of the figures,
the flow of cargo is schematized, together with main formalities to be followed. In the bottom
layer, the nodes of the logistics chain are schematized, together with main activities carried
out, including information exchange (indicated in colours).
Import from Far East
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Figure 17: Big picture of Import of material from Far East to Turkey
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Figure 18: Big picture of Import of material from Europe to Turkey
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Figure 19: Big picture of Export of consumer goods from Turkey to UK

4.3 As-is description of Business Processes
In this chapter, detailed information regarding the three logistics chains and the processes
engaged are presented. For each use case, visual diagrams are presented first, in order to
support the understanding of the activities and information flow, followed by a text
description of each process.

4.3.1 Import from Far East by Sea
The Figure 1 below schematizes the activities engaged in the import of material from Busan
Port to Arcelik plant warehouse. The activities listed are not numbered, nor divided into the
four phases described in the methodology (D2.1), but the focus in the current diagram is
especially on information exchange. The colours of the boxes correspond to the type of
communication channel, and are explained at the upper right corner of the figure.
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Figure 20: Activity diagram of import of materials from Far East to Turkey.

The processes involved to carry out the transport operations are described below under four
main phases introduced in the methodology (D2.1) (1. Marketing& Sale& Alignment, 2.
Planning, 3. Execution and 4. Completion). However, the marketing / sale / alignment
processes and the planning processes are overlapping at Arcelik. Therefore they are combined
under one category.

PHASE 1&2: MARKETING, SALES & ALIGNMENT and PLANNING

The marketing, sale, and alignment processes for the Import from Far East scenario are
concerned with information exchange between the suppliers, the logistical service providers
and the supply chain management department of Arcelik, considering the purchase orders of
materials and the logistics services. Planning process can be defined as the activities that are
related with the organization of the transportation in corporation with the material suppliers
and the logistic providers.
The activities that can be classified under this category can be listed as:
1&2. 1. Information exchange between the Material Supplier and Arcelik regarding the
material purchase order:
As-is:
-

Production Planning Department issues purchase orders and sends the orders to the
material supplier via email.
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-

Material supplier checks the orders and sends order confirmation to Production
Department via email.
When the materials are ready for shipment, Material supplier informs Logistic
department and sends the details of ready orders via email.

Challenges:
-

Electronic document exchange
Need automatic record of changes when deviations occurs related with order
confirmation
Need an alert system when changes/updates occur in the confirmed delivery dates and
quantities from the supplier
Need an alert systems that informs the deviations on the confirmed dates and quantities
Information Visibility
Collaboration and communication platform with all the related parties
Real-time information

Deviations:
-

Depending on the material availability of the material supplier, purchase orders can be
revised and this task can be iterated several times.

1&2. 2. Purchasing the logistical services:
As-is:
-

Logistics Department creates a purchase order and sends it to the logistics provider and
contact the transporter for the booking and the parties agree on the terms of service.
Logistics provider confirms the booking and enters expected arrival date and
information on the company tracking system manually.
Information provided by the logistics provider is recorded to the SAP system manually
by Logistics Department.

Challenges:
-

Electronic document exchange
Automatic record of changes when deviations occurs related with the logistical service
order
Alert system when deviations occur in the confirmed shipment schedules and allocated
capacities
Available data on the alternative transport means together with relevant information
(lead time, cost etc.)
Collaboration and communication platform with all the related parties

Deviations:
-

The inland transportation leg of the shipments can either be organized by the freight
forwarder or by the carrier. Arcelik can either instruct its freight forwarders to plan the
shipment with their carriers or it can directly get in contact with the carriers for the
organization. In the latter case, each individual carrier that is responsible for different
legs of the shipment, should exchange information and documents.
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1&2. 3. Planning of inland & International transportation legs:
As-is:
-

-

The inland transport from the warehouses of the supplier to the departure port and
transfer of products to the ship are all planned and the logistics service procurement
contract is signed.
After the arrival of the ship to the arrival port, the transfer of products from the ship to
the bonded warehouse and the transport of goods from the bonded warehouse to
customer's warehouse or to Arcelik's warehouse are planned beforehand.

Challenges:
-

Better overview of available capacity / availability (transport means, routes, schedules,
price etc.)
Information visibility

Deviations:
-

Depending on the shipment type (less than container load, full container load etc.) and
the agreed Incoterms16, the responsibilities and the routes may change in sub-processes.

1&2. 4. Planning of Customs Operations:
As-is:
-

All the necessary documents (invoice, packing list, bill of lading etc.) are collected from
the stakeholders and they are checked considering the requirements of the customs
procedures.

Challenges:
-

-

Since the time frame is quite short, it is hard to obtain the documents on time if the
previously provided documents include incorrect information. Therefore electronic
exchange of document copies beforehand for the document content check is nice-to
have.
In order to speed up the processes at the customs, real time information exchange is
crucial.
The up-to-date information about the customs requirements of each product, which can
change depending on the customs tariff numbers of the items, can be attained from the
customs database electronically which will speed up the processes.

PHASE 3: EXECUTION
After the planning phase is finalized and the date for the booking arrives, execution phase
starts when the logistical processes are initiated depending on the previously confirmed
conditions.
The sub-processes identified in this stage can be listed as:

16

Incoterms are predefined commercial terms intended to clearly communicate the tasks, costs and
risks associated with the transportation and delivery of goods.
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3.1.

Inland transport of products from the material suppliers' warehouse to the departure
port:

As-is:
-

The container is loaded and shipment details are recorded by forwarder/carrier to the
Logistics portal of Arcelik manually.
Original set of documents are either sent by post or handed to the forwarder/carrier.
Shipment details on the tracking system are copied manually to the ARCELIK - SAP.

Challenges:
-

-

3.2.

Actual loading time, early and correct information about the materials loaded (types,
weight, dimensions), information on the content of the shipping documents sent should
be available on time.
No visibility on the current status of the product in the sub-processes
Seaport Procedures at the departure port:

As-is:
-

Custom officers check the documents when container arrives to Border gate.
Declaration of shipping agency document is issued.
Original export documents (Bill of lading, ATR17, invoice etc.) are handed to the customs
broker.
Export custom clearance is done by the supplier or logistics provider depending on the
Incoterms.
The container is unloaded from the truck and loaded to the ship.

Challenges:
-

-

Customs operations at the departure airport are handled by the logistics providers or
Arcelik's agents, therefore sub-processes and online status of the products is not visible
to Arcelik.
There is no alert system when there is a problem regarding the documents
Collaboration and communication platform which will enable data and information
exchange in-between all the related parties

Deviations:
-

3.3.

Depending on the shipment type (less than container load, full container load, etc.) and
the agreed Incoterms, customs operations and their requirements changes.

International Transportation leg (seaway):

As-is:
-

Shipment details are recorded by forwarder/carrier to the Arcelik's Logistics portal.

17

An ATR (Admission Temporaire Roulette) is a certificate for the movement of industrial products
entitled to preferential duty rates, usually zero, for export to Turkey under the terms of the Customs
Union between the EU and Turkey. The purpose of an ATR Movement Certificate is to declare that the
goods to be exported from the EU to Turkey (or imported to the EU from Turkey) are either
manufactured in, or, irrespective of their origin, have free circulation status within the EU (or Turkey).
Source: http://www.tbcci.org/atr_export_procedure.php
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-

-

Original B/L is issued by forwarder and other originals export documents (invoice,
packing list, certificate of origin etc.) are issued by the material supplier. Original B/L and
documents can either be sent by post or handed to the logistics provider.
B/L copy is sent to Arcelik by forwarder via email.
Shipment details on Arcelik's Logistics portal are copied manually to the ARCELIK - SAP
by Logistics department.

Challenges:
-

-

Online tracking of ships are generally done using the logistic providers' websites on
which the data is updated in certain time periods (once in a week etc.). Real-time
information updates is necessary in order to have some flexibility to update the plans if
there are major changes in the systems.
Alerts if deviations occur (route, schedule changes etc.) from the plans can enable
Arcelik to take some actions on-time.
Detailed information not available about the deviations on route/schedule changes.

Deviations:
-

3.4.

Ship cancellations, schedule changes etc. may lead to changes (i.e. iterations on subprocesses) on the process.

Seaport procedures at the arrival port:

As-is:
-

-

Vessel unloading.
Summary declaration is given by the logistics provider at customs online system.
BL is physically taken to shipping agency by broker and get approved. Original BL
(printed, sealed etc.) is crucial for the process. The logistics requests original BL to
release the materials.
Custom broker enters details of summary declarations to Arcelik Logistics Portal.
Inventory record by ARCELIK - SAP - Production Planning clearance request.
Custom declarations request is issued on SAP system and sent to broker as an excel
document by Logistics department by email.
Insurance policy is issued by Logistics department and sent to customs broker by email
as a pdf document.
Banking documents are issued by banks and send by email to Logistics department.

Challenges:
-

-

Too much manual work (phone, email, document printing etc) for tracking the status of
the shipment since very limited visibility on sub-processes
The data systems of the partners (Arcelik, customs and logistics provider) are not
integrated and communicating and these results in a complexity on information
transfer.
Legal documents: need for e-transfer of legal documents (customs, bank etc.)
Inward Processing Permission certificate that Arcelik owns, enables the company to
have tax releases on import operations and it is not possible to have this releases
automatically on the system since the data systems of Arcelik are not integrated with
the systems of the customs agents.
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Deviations:
-

Depending on the customs tariff number, the agreed Incoterms and the payment terms,
the process may change
After this step, the following processes may change depending on the decision that is
taken on this point of time:

-

a. Container transit operations: transfer of containers to the bonded warehouse and
then transport to another country is necessary
b. Container Import operations: means that the containers will be sent to the
Arcelik's warehouse as soon as the customs clearance is finished.
c. Unloading container at port area: after this operation is finished, slip sheets or
pallets continue the process with either transit operations or import operations.

3.5.

Inland transport of products from the ship to the Bonded warehouse & operations at
the bonded warehouse:

As-is:
a) As-is: Container transit operations:
-

After vessel unloading operations, the products are transferred to the bonded
warehouse by the agreed logistics' provider by truck.
Logistics department send request for inland transport .
Customs broker arranges transit declaration.
Closing of transit declaration process is informed by broker to the logistics department
and to inland transporter.
b) As-is: Container Import operations:

-

After vessel unloading operations, the containers are loaded on a truck for inland
transport.
Customs broker prepares import declaration.
Invoice, tax payment is made.
Arrangements related with inland organization are completed.
Transportation details are recorded to Arcelik's logistic portal by inland transporter.
System record is closed when container is unloaded by warehouse workers.
Summary deceleration is issued by inland transporter's broker and Warehouse
declaration is issued by importer's broker at customs online system.
System record is closed after approval of declaration.

c) As-is: Unloading container at port area:
-

Permission is requested for unloading at the port area.
Containers are physically unloaded at the port area.
Individual slip sheets and pallets are transferred either to the bonded warehouse or to
transit area.

Challenges:
-

Sub- processes are not visible.
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-

Too much manual work (phone, email, document printing etc) for tracking the status of
the shipment since very limited visibility on sub-processes
The data systems of the partners (Arcelik, customs and logistics provider) are not
integrated and communicating and this results in a complexity on information transfer.
Legal documents: need for e-transfer of legal documents (customs, bank etc.)

Deviations:
-

3.6.

Deviations on the sub-processes may occur depending on the customs tariff number
(physical control of materials etc.)

Transfer to the customers or Arcelik's warehouse:

As-is:
-

The products are transferred physically with truck from customs to the Arcelik's
warehouse or to the customers' warehouse.
Closing of import record by Logistics department.

Challenges:
-

Limited visibility
Need for real-time tracking
Need for optimization of the warehouse appointment schedules

PHASE 4: COMPLETION
The completion phase includes claim management for the damages and invoice payment.
4.1.

Invoice Payment handled by the accounting and finance department

As-is:
-

4.2.

After the products are received at the Turkish customs, the invoice of materials is
recorded at SAP and goods receipt posting is completed.
After the completion of goods receipt posting, the invoice of materials paid on its due
date by accounting and finance department.
The invoice of the logistics service is paid on its due date by accounting and finance
department.

Claim management for the lost and damaged products

As-is:
-

Claims are sent to the logistical provider and/or the supplier (if necessary) via
email/phone and negotiations are made related with insurance, penalties etc. Subprocesses occur in the claiming process.

Challenges:
-

No system available to track the status of the sub-processes about claim management,
therefore tracking is hard and requires too much manual input.

Deviations:
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-

Claim management process changes depending on the agreed Incoterms

4.3.2 Import from Europe by truck
The Figure 21 below schematizes the activities engaged in the import of material from Italy to
the bonded warehouse. The activities listed are not numbered, nor divided into the four
phases described in the methodology (D2.1), but the focus in the current diagram is especially
on information exchange. The colours of the boxes correspond to the type of communication
channel, and are explained at the upper right corner of the figure.

Figure 21: Activity diagram of import of materials from Europe to Turkey

The processes involved to carry out the transport operations are described below under four
main phases introduced in the methodology (D2.1) (1. Marketing& Sale& Alignment, 2.
Planning, 3. Execution and 4. Completion). However, the marketing / sale / alignment
processes and the planning processes are overlapping at Arcelik. Therefore they are combined
under one category.

PHASE 1&2: MARKETING, SALES & ALIGNMENT and PLANNING
The marketing, sale, and alignment processes for the Import from Europe scenario are
concerned with information exchange between the suppliers, the logistical service providers
and the supply chain management department of Arcelik, considering the purchase orders of
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materials and the logistics services. Planning process can be defined as the activities that are
related with the organization of the transportation in corporation with the material suppliers
and the logistic providers
The activities that can be classified under this category can be listed as:

1&2. 1. Information exchange between the Material Supplier and Arcelik regarding the
material purchase order:
As-is:
-

Production Planning Department issues purchase orders and sends the orders to the
material supplier via email.
Material supplier checks the orders and sends order confirmation to Production
Department via email.
When the materials are ready for shipment, material supplier informs Logistic
department and sends the details of ready orders via email.

Challenges:
-

Electronic document exchange
Automatic record of changes when deviations occurs related to order confirmation
Need for an alert system when deviations occur in the confirmed delivery dates and
quantities from the supplier
Need for an alert systems that informs the deviations on the confirmed dates and
quantities
Information Visibility
Collaboration and communication platform with all the related parties
On-time information when the purchase orders are ready for shipment

Deviations:
-

Depending on the material availability of the material supplier, purchase orders can be
revised and this task can be iterated several times.

1&2. 2. Purchasing the logistical services:
As-is:
-

Logistics Department creates a purchase order and sends it to the logistics provider and
contact the transporter for the booking and the parties agree on the terms of service.
Logistics provider confirms the booking and enters expected arrival date and
information on the company tracking system manually.
Information provided by the logistics provider is recorded to the SAP system manually
by Logistics Department.
Invoice copy is sent by supplier to Arcelik by e-mail.

Challenges:
-

Electronic document exchange
Automatic record of changes when deviations occurs related with the logistical service
order
Alert system when deviations occur in the confirmed shipment schedules and allocated
capacities
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-

Available data on the alternative transport means together with relevant information
(lead time, cost etc.)
Collaboration and communication platform with all the related parties

1&2. 3. Planning transport:
As-is:
-

The inland transport from the material suppliers' warehouse to the border gate, transfer
between the two borders and the transfer of products to Arcelik's warehouse or to the
customer's warehouse is planned considering the plans for cargo loading/unloading.

1&2. 4. Planning of Customs Operations:
As-is:
-

All the necessary documents (invoice, packing list, bill of lading etc.) are collected from
the stakeholders and they are checked considering the requirements of the customs
procedures.

Challenges:
-

-

Since the time frame is quite short, it is hard to obtain the documents on time if the
previously provided documents include incorrect information. Therefore electronic
exchange of document copies beforehand for the document content check is nice-to
have.
In order to speed up the processes at the customs, real time information exchange is
crucial.
The up-to-date information about the customs requirements of each product, which can
change depending on the customs tariff numbers of the items, can be attained from the
customs database electronically which will speed up the processes.

PHASE 3: EXECUTION
After the planning phase is finalized and the date for the booking arrives, execution phase
starts when the logistical processes are initiated depending on the previously confirmed
conditions.
The sub-processes identified on this stage can be listed as:

3.1. Inland transport of products to the departure border gate:
As-is:
-

The truck is loaded and shipment details are recorded by forwarder/carrier to the
Arcelik's Logistic portal manually.
Original set of documents are either sent by post or handed to the forwarder/carrier.
Shipment details on Arcelik's Logistic portal are copied manually to the ARCELIK - SAP.

Challenges:
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-

-

Actual loading time, actual departure time, correct information about the materials
loaded (type, weight, quantity, and dimensions of the packages), information on the
content of the shipping documents sent should be available on time.
Real-time location and status tracking is currently not possible.

Deviations:
-

-

The loaded quantities may be less/more than the confirmed amounts. This may lead to
changes on the consecutive processes if necessary, therefore re-planning is necessary
during execution.
The insurance policy changes depending on the agreed Incoterms.

3.2. Procedures at the Arrival border gate and at the bonded warehouse:
As-is:
-

-

Custom officers check the documents when truck arrives to border gate.
Original import documents (BL, ATR, invoice etc.) are handed to the customs broker.
Truck arrives to the bonded warehouse and actual arrival time to the bonded warehouse
and the truck plate is recorded to Arcelik's Logistics Portal by logistics provider.
Summary declaration is given by the logistics provider at customs online system.
Insurance policy is issued by Logistics department and sent to customs broker by email.
Custom broker enters details of summary declarations to Arcelik Logistics Portal.
Warehouse declaration is given by importer's broker at customs system.
After warehouse declaration is completed, the truck is ready to unload.
Customs broker enter warehouse declaration details to Arcelik Logistics Portal.
Truck is unloaded and transferred to the storage area at the warehouse after approval
of the warehouse declaration and the transportation record is closed on Arcelik Logistics
Portal.
Inventory record by ARCELIK - SAP - Production Planning import clearance request.
Import declaration is given by customs broker at customs online system.
Payment of taxes/ customs duties is done.
Closing of import declaration process is informed by broker to the logistics department
and to the transporter who is in charge of carrying the products from customs to its final
destination.

Challenges:
-

Electronic document exchange
Need for an alert system when there is a problem about the documents and delay on
the processes
Collaboration and communication platform which will enable data and information
exchange in-between all the related parties.
Since it is really difficult to have reliable data on the timing of the processes, it is difficult
to make unloading schedules to better utilize the usage of the equipments and space in
the warehouses.

Deviations:
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-

Deviations on the sub-processes may occur depending on the customs tariff number
(physical control of materials etc.)

3.3. Transfer to the customers or Arcelik's warehouse:
As-is:
-

Consolidation of the slip sheets/pallets which have the same delivery address
The products are transferred physically with truck from the bonded warehouse to the
Arcelik's warehouse or to the customers' warehouse.
Closing of import record by Logistics department.

Challenges:
-

Real-time location tracking is not possible.

PHASE 4: COMPLETION
The completion phase includes claim management for the damages and invoice payment.
4.1. Invoice Payment handled by the accounting and finance department
As-is:
-

After the products are received at the Turkish customs, the invoice of materials is
recorded at SAP and goods receipt posting is completed.
After the completion of goods receipt posting, the invoice of materials paid on its due
date by accounting and finance department.
The invoice of the logistics service is paid on its due date by accounting and finance
department.

4.2. Claim management for the lost and damaged products
As-is:
-

Claims are sent to the logistical provider and/or the supplier (if necessary) via
email/phone and negotiations are made related to insurance, penalties etc. Subprocesses occur in the claiming process.

Challenges:
-

No system available to track the status of the sub-processes about claim management,
therefore tracking is hard and requires too much manual input.

4.3.3 Export from TR to UK
The Figure 22 below schematizes the activities engaged in the export of material from Turkey
to the customer’s warehouse in UK. The activities listed are not numbered, nor divided into
the four phases described in the methodology (D2.1), but the focus in the current diagram is
especially on information exchange. The colours of the boxes correspond to the type of
communication channel, and are explained at the upper right corner of the figure.
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Figure 22: Activity diagram of export of consumer goods from Turkey to UK

The processes involved to carry out the transport operations are described below under four
main phases introduced in the methodology (D2.1) (1. Marketing& Sale& Alignment, 2.
Planning, 3. Execution and 4. Completion). However, the marketing / sale / alignment
processes and the planning processes are overlapping at Arcelik. Therefore they are combined
under one category.

PHASE 1&2: MARKETING, SALES & ALIGNMENT and PLANNING
The marketing, sale, and alignment processes for the Export from Turkey to UK scenario are
concerned with information exchange between the production department, distribution &
inventory planning department, the logistical providers and logistics department of the
company. Planning process can be defined as the activities that are related with the
organization of the transportation in corporation with the material suppliers and the logistic
providers
The main activities that can be classified under this category can be listed as:

1&2. 1. Alignment between production planning, distribution & inventory planning and
logistics department:
As-is:
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-

Distribution &inventory planning department enters demand into SAP.
The factory announces its production plans.
Planning Department confirms orders and informs Logistic Department .

Challenges:
-

Alert system for the deviations

1&2. 2. Purchasing the logistics services:
As-is:
-

Logistics Department creates a purchase order on SAP and enters information created
on SAP to Arcelik's Logistics portal manually.
Logistics department sends the purchase order to the logistics provider and contact the
transporter for the booking and the parties agree on the terms of service.
Logistics provider confirms the booking and enters expected arrival date and
information on the Arcelik's Logistic portal manually.
Information provided by the logistics provider is recorded to the SAP system manually
by logistics department.

Challenges:
-

Electronic document exchange
Automatic record of changes when deviations occurs related with order confirmation
Alert systems that informs the deviations on the confirmed dates and capacities of the
logistical service
Information Visibility
Collaboration and communication platform with all the related parties
Real-time information when the purchase orders are ready for shipment

Deviations:
-

Depending on the schedules and availability of the logistical services and the
material/product availability at the warehouse sales & purchasing tasks can be iterated
several times.

1&2. 3. Planning of Inland & International transportation legs:
As-is:
-

The inland transport from Arcelik's warehouse to the departure port and transfer of
products to the ship are all planned.

Challenges:
-

Limited Visibility on alternative shipment modes

1&2. 4. Planning of Customs Operations:
As-is:
-

All the necessary documents (invoice, packing list, bill of lading etc.) are prepared
considering the requirements of the customs procedures after loading.
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Challenges:
-

-

Since the time frame is quite short, it is hard to correct and send the documents on time
if the previously sent documents include incorrect information. Therefore electronic
exchange of document copies beforehand for the document content check is nice-to
have.
In order to speed up the processes at the customs, real time information exchange is
crucial.
The up-to-date information about the customs requirements of each product, which can
change depending on the customs tariff numbers of the items, can be attained from the
customs database electronically which will speed up the processes.

PHASE 3: EXECUTION
After the planning phase is finalized and the date for the booking arrives, execution phase
starts when the logistical processes are initiated depending on the previously confirmed
conditions.
3.1. Inland transport of products from the Arcelik's warehouse to the departure port:
As-is:
-

Containers are loaded from warehouse by Logistics Department.
SAP informs automatically the inland transporter via email when the loading details are
entered.
Loading details are also sent to the inland transporter by email.
Original set of documents are sent by post, and copies of the original documents are
sent via email.
Shipment details are recorded on Arcelik's Logistics portal are copied manually to the
ARCELIK - SAP.
Out bounds of loaded products are transferred by ERP system.

Challenges:
-

Actual arrival time to the port, loading time, vessel departure time, etc. should be
attained automatically.
Need for electronic transfer of document copies
Information whether the documents are received or not

Deviations:
-

Sub-processes can be iterated depending on material availability on the warehouse.

3.2. Seaport Procedures at the departure port:
As-is:
-

Custom officers check the documents when truck arrives to Border gate.
Containers are carried to the storage area in the port.
Custom broker and Freight Forwarder receive loading details.
Original set of documents is sent to custom broker by post.
Order is custom cleared by custom broker
BL is issued by forwarder
Containers are loaded onto vessels
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-

Forwarder informs Logistic department about departure date and loading details via
email.

Challenges:
-

Electronic document exchange
Alert system when there is a problem about the documents
Collaboration and communication platform which will enable data and information
exchange in-between all the related parties

Deviations:
-

Depending on the shipment type (full container load, less than container load) and
agreed Incoterms, deviations may occur.

3.3. International Transportation leg (seaway):
As-is:
-

Shipment details are recorded by forwarder/carrier to the Arcelik's Logistics portal
manually and copies sent by email.

Challenges:
-

-

Online tracking of ships are generally done using the logistic providers' websites on
which the data is updated in certain time periods (once in a week etc.). Real-time
information updates is necessary in order to have some flexibility to update the plans if
there are major changes in the systems.
Alerts if deviations occur from the plans can enable Arcelik to take action on-time.
Automatic data exchange between IT systems is necessary

3.4. Seaport procedures at the arrival port & inland transport to customer's warehouse:
As-is:
-

Forwarder informs the customer about arrival time of vessel by email.
Customer makes an unloading appointment with the logistics provider via email, phone
etc.
Customer informs inland transporter about unloading appointments (sent Excel
documents by email) and truck organization is made.
Vessels are unloaded and containers are sent to the storage area in the port.
Containers are customs cleared by the responsible agents.
Containers are loaded to inland trucks.
The containers are transferred physically with truck from the port to the Arcelik's
warehouse or to the customers' warehouse.

Challenges:
-

Limited visibility on the status of the process
Need for correct and real-time data
Re-routing of the containers using the up-to-date data and instructing the logistics
providers about the changes on the routes, is not possible considering the current
technology in the company.
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-

-

-

It is not possible to have a real-time data on the time delays that occur on subprocesses.
Since it is really difficult to have reliable data on the timing of the processes, it is difficult
to make unloading schedules to better utilize the usage of the equipments and space in
the warehouses.
It is not possible to manage unloading appointment electronically.
In order to increase, the customer satisfaction rate it is necessary to provide the
customer with correct and on-time information about the schedules about the
shipments.
The container release time should be stored to the systems automatically.

PHASE 4: COMPLETION
The completion phase includes claim management for the damages and invoice payment.
3.5.

Invoice Payment handled by the accounting and finance department

As-is:
-

3.6.

The invoice of the logistics service is paid on its due date by accounting and finance
department.

Claim management for the lost and damaged products

As-is:
-

Claims are sent to the logistical insurance company and negotiations are made if
necessary.

4.4 Summary of Challenges
The main challenges identified by Arcelik are listed below:


Manual registration of data and human errors.



Complexity and manual nature of information and data transfer (phone, fax, hardcopies
etc.).



Time delays on information input.



Communication and collaboration problems.



Difficulties in tracking and tracing the products because of the non-existence of a unique
reference number which can be utilized through all the phases of the transportation
process.



Foreseeing the delays, problems and bottlenecks and reacting on-time to eliminate
them, is not possible since real-time and trusted data is not available or not visible.
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Re-routing of the containers (if necessary) using the up-to-date data and instructing the
logistics providers about such changes on the routes, is not possible considering the
current technological infrastructure.



Since it is really difficult to have reliable data on the timing of the sub-processes, it is
difficult to optimize unloading schedules to better utilize the usage of the equipments
and space in the warehouses.



In order to increase the customer satisfaction rate, it is necessary to provide the
customer with correct and real-time information about the shipments.

4.5 Opportunities for F.I. Technologies
Initial suggestion of potential improvement areas relevant for the FInest components have
been made by Arcelik. These are based on their current challenges, expectations from FInest
and understanding of FInest platform. These opportunities shall be regarded as initial
requirements from the use case to the FInest platform:


Better overview over available capacity / availability (transport means, routes,
schedules, price etc.)



Real-time tracking and data visibility



Automation of information and documents exchange (less manual work, like
phone/email/document printing)



Ensure security in information transfer



Legal documents: need for e-transfer of legal documents



Integration with the data systems with the partners (logistic providers, suppliers,
authorities) to reduce manual inputs



Need to access the right information (cannot cover all shipments)



Needs an alert system which gives info on deviations/exceptions, and/or periodic
reports, rather than being forced to manually check the status of an ongoing shipment.



Foresee possible bottlenecks & problems to be able to take action on-time



Re-planning of the routes when deviations from the plans occur



A unique reference number which can be used to trace the materials/products and data
associated with them through all the phases of the transport.



Visibility on environmental carbon footprint and reduction of carbon emissions
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5 Conclusion
5.1 Summary of High level specification of use cases
The High level specification of use cases has been conducted according to the methodology
(activity 1 and 2 described in the handbook). Information was gathered from the domain
experts, i.e. transport and logistics actors involved in the work packages (NCL, TF, ÅRH, KN,
AFKLM and ARC). The required information included as-is process description, challenges and
deviations, and opportunities for future internet technologies.
Each use case being unique (due to distinct perspectives and type of transport chain covered),
they were therefore presented in slightly different ways.


Use Case 1 – Fish Transport from Ålesund to Europe: The use case is covered by three
companies (Port of Ålesund, NCL and Tyrholdm&Farstad), and focus has been put on
the perspective of three different roles covering one part of a transport chain. The
intention has been to understand the challenges from the perspective of three roles
and understanding the interaction among actors, rather than covering a complete
door-to-door transport chain.



Use case 2 – Air Transport of Equipment: The use case is covered by two companies
(Kuehne+Nagel and AirFrance-KLM Cargo) representing the two main roles in the
transport chain. Focus has been put on describing a complete door-to-door transport
chain, by dividing it in three main parts: 1. Shipper to Carrier, 2. Carrier process
(Forwarder to Carrier, then Carrier to Forwarder), and 3. Carrier to Consignee.



Use case 3 – Global Consumer Good Production and Distribution: The use case is
covered by one company (Arcelik). The perspective is therefore the one of the
manufacturer, and the use case consist of three transport chains: two covering the
inbound logistics of materials (from Far East and Europe to Turkey), and one covering
the export of manufactured products to UK.

The result of the data collection of each use case is presented in chapters 2, 3 and 4 according
to the following lay-out:


Use Case Introduction (refining the use case, presenting the scope, the actors involved
and summarizing the use case setting).



Big picture: this section provides an overall description of the use case and the
processes and activities involved.



As-is description of all processes involved in the realization of the transport
operations (each process is described along with current challenges, and deviations if
any).



Summary of challenges and common deviations identified in the description of as-is
processes.



Opportunities for Future Internet technologies, resulting from the identified
challenges, necessary improvements envisioned by the involved actors and their
expectations from the Finest components. These opportunities will serve as Initial
requirements for the FInest platform from the perspective of the use cases (WP2).
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5.2 Summary of Initial Requirements for FInest Platform
The following table summarizes the requirements expressed through the use cases. More
information on these requirements and the associated challenges can be found in the
respective “opportunities for F.I. technologies” chapter of each use case presented above
(chap2.5, 3.5 and 4.5).

Use Case 1
Fish Transport Norway=> EU
















Centralised and improved exchange
of information: right information,
right time, easy access, higher
coordination among all involved
actors.
More automation of information
registration (reduced manual work)
A system adapted to current systems
in place
Online Booking
Improved predictability of market
demand (Statistics, forecasts, market
portal)
Enabling high cooperation
and capacity overview and
management (resource hub; one
virtual meeting place for all actors)
Increase transparency and enable
flexibility (Networking/pooling could
be a valuable strategy)
Facilitate Port Call and more flexible
use of slot-time (need more
coordination)
Improved handling of deviations;
Better monitoring and immediate
treatment of information (e.g. PTI
check)
Real time tracking of container and
vessels around the world.

Use Case 2
Air Transport of
Machinery Parts










Event-driven
monitoring and tracking
of logistic processes
Collaboration manager
(A standardized
communication
interface between all
participants)
Transparency
Pervasive RFID
structures
Real time Tracking and
Tracing
Clear responsibilities
Predictability
Resource overview

Use Case 3
Global Consumer Goods Production
and Distribution
 Better overview over available
capacity / availability

 Real-time tracking and data visibility
 Automation of information and
documents exchange

 Ensure security in info transfer
 Legal documents: need for e-transfer
of legal documents

 Integration with the data systems with
the partners to reduce manual inputs

 Need to access the right information
 Needs an alert system which gives







info on deviations, and/or periodic
reports,.
Foresee possible bottlenecks &
problems to take action on-time
Re-planning of the routes when
deviations from the plans
Need less manual work
A unique reference number which can
be used to trace the
materials/products and data
associated with them through all the
phases of the transport.
Visibility on environmental carbon
footprint and reduction of carbon
emissions

Table 4: Summary of initial requirements for FInest platform

5.3 Next steps: Detailed Specification of Use Case Scenarios and to-be
processes
According to the methodology described in D2.1, the next phase of the work package
(Deliverable D2.3 – Detailed Specification of Use Case Scenarios) will concentrate on describing
more in details the processes that can be improved thanks to Future Internet Technologies
(thus relevant for FInest) and the design of to-be processes based on implementation of
solutions using Future Internet Technologies.
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The present chapter gives a brief indication on the activities that will be necessary to follow for
describing detailed specification of use case scenarios and designing to-be processes. The
Figure 23 schematises the next steps, which are described in text below.
It is important to note that these activities will be refined by the use case participants, as each
use case is unique and adaptation will probably be needed. Besides, the activities must be
adapted to the resources available.

Figure 23: Schema of process for establishing detailed use case specifications in D2.3.

(1) High Level Specification of Use Cases
This work has been carried out and is documented in the current document (D2.2 at M6). It
has enabled the identification of main challenges (1.A) encountered during the execution of
the business processes, which represent opportunities for improvement and for Future
Internet Technologies. An initial set of requirements for Finest components (1.B) has been
identified.
(2) Identification of Use Case Scenarios (as-is)
Before designing the to-be scenarios, one must make sure that the as-is use case scenarios are
correctly described and relevant for the project.
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(2.A) Detailed description of process(es) with identified challenges
This part consists of refinement of the work done in the high-level description. One or few of
the processes / main steps showing potential for improvement (big challenges, bottlenecks
etc) shall be described in more details as a whole use case scenario, using the use-case
template. This refinement can concern one or few of the processes, but it can also be a theme
or themes as integral part of the whole chain; for example management information,
operational steering information, etc.
(2.B) Root-cause analysis
To ensure that the challenges are handled correctly, their main causes must be identified /
understood. To do so, each use-case scenario must be subject to a root-cause type of analysis.
(2.C) Validation of use case scenario
The selected use case scenarios should be evaluated with regards to the initial description of
the Finest platform, in order to determine whether the challenges and their causes may be
handled with support of the Finest platform and the solutions designed can be supported by
Finest components. Ideally, we would need to determine solutions and compare them with the
FInest components, in order to check relevance for Finest components but also conclude
whether additional components are necessary. However, the work must be focuses and
prioritised according to the resources available.
(3) AS-IS => TO-BE: Business Process Improvement of Each Use Case Scenario
Once the use-case scenarios are validated and described in details, solutions for handling the
challenges / removing the bottlenecks shall be searched for making use of Finest Platform.
(3.A) Objectives and measurable targets
To be able to re-design processes, not only the challenges and their causes should be
understood, but the objectives of the process(es) that these challenges hinder must be clear.
This is crucial for ensuring correct reengineering into to-be processes.
(3.B) Identification of Solutions supported by Finest and F.I. Technologies.
For each use-case scenario, solutions will be identified taking into account the Finest
components and relevant FI Technologies
(3.C) Validation of use case scenario
Improvement of processes including identification of candidate solutions. Ideally, the redesign
should take into account the whole chain to avoid sub-optimization, but the interest of the
WP2 is to define specific use case scenarios that can serve to test Finest components, so the
priority will be more on describing solutions based on use of FI Technologies, rather than on
business process modelling. Similarly, an optimal approach would be a blue print approach;
however, given the resources available and the focus of the work package, priority will be
given to the "improvement approach”.
(3.D) New / refined requirements for FInest
Solutions identified and to-be processes shall result in an updated and more detailed
description of requirements for Finest platform.
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6 APPENDICES
Appendix A : Company Presentations
Appendix A.1

: Port of Ålesund (ÅRH)

Figure 24: ÅRH’s Container Terminal - Slutvika

History
Port of Ålesund (Ålesundregionens Havnevesen) has its history back to 1828. Today, it includes
180 quays which are both public and private, having more than 18000 ship calls yearly and 2,5
million tons of freight. The port is a cooperation between four municipalities: Giske, Haram,
Sula and Ålesund. Fish export is an important part of the freight transferred through this port.
Strategy:
Port of Ålesund offers services 24/7 to be an attractive and preferred port. The port is
constantly developing to meet future demand.
Markets:


Administration: Administration of public and private quays included in the port:
Handling economic matters in the port, handling statistics, budgets, application for
approval on development (bigger quay...).



Maintenance: Terminals, quays, buildings, other property.



Marketing/Development: Marketing of the port to reach users in Norway and Europe.
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Administration of fairways: Administration of actual fairways, lights and navigation
marks.



Investments/Real Estate: Handle development of real estate, mostly by buying
services from third parties.



Port Control (“Havnevakt”): 24/7 inspection of the port, berth allocation for public
quays, registering of ship calls at private quays, supporting ship services: power supply,
water supply, delivery of spare parts to ships, tugs, linemen, waste handling, bunker.
They do regular inspections of the quays and use their knowledge on local matters to
serve the users of the port.

Interaction:
The port has interactions with the following stakeholders (illustrated in Figure 25):









Cargo Agent
Ship agent
Ship / Captain
Ship Supply Services crew
Terminal operators
Customs
Transporters (trucking)
Other stakeholders (Maritime Radio, News paper, Ministry of Defence, etc...)

Figure 25: Port of Ålesund’s stakeholders

Data system / Information Exchange


ShipLog; PortIT (port IT system delivered by inPort); Greenwave (system used by e.g.
TF-Terminal). PortIT and Greenwave can exchange data via XML.



ÅRH uses PortWin as port community system (PCS), but is currently converting to
PortIT (currently a pilot project, but scheduled to be operational by 01.01.2012)



They also have ongoing work to connect PortIT to SafeSeaNet, AIS data, and data on
exchange of goods, in order to achieve automatic information on ship arrivals,
departures and on change of quay.



Generally good data quality (regardless of information channel)
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Advantages of internet-based data systems: automatic data exchange; real time data;
goods info directly sent by cargo owners, terminal operator, or forwarding agent
(only those using PortIT); advantage of PortIT: to collect and share more information.



Challenges: difficult to get complete info from AIS (different sources); information is
still sent by fax if the cargo owners, terminal operator, or forwarders do not have a
system communicating with PortIT, or use standardized message (XML); still a lot
manual registration of data, thus potential for improvement (more automation);



Problems related to statistics: data delivered by Norwegian ports to SSB do not have
the same level of details. Ålesund delivers data on route, ship, last, while other report
origin to destination without specifying the ports. This impedes the establishment of
good cargo flow analyses.

Fish Transport from the perspective of the Port of Ålesund
Fish production and export follows the process described below:

Figure 26: Logistics process of Fish export; perspective of Port of Ålesund

One challenge for the port guard is that in the fishery seasons, for instance herring fishery,
they need to handle about 60-70 ship calls during a watch.

The fish cargo going through the port of Ålesund includes:
-

Clip Fish (dry cod fish)

-

Frozen fish, including salmon, mackerel, and herring.

The fish is produced all year, but two high seasons:
-

Autumn to Christmas (September - December)

-

February to Easter (April - Mai)
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Appendix A.2

: North*Sea Containers Line (NCL)

Figure 27: NCL’s Operations Team

History
North*Sea Container Line AS was founded in 1994, as a response to the growing demand
for fish transport from Ålesund to the European continent. Today NCL’s ownership is
divided (50%/50%) between North Sea Corporation AS and Elkem Chartering Holding AS.
Strategy:
Today, the basis for the company is the transport of fish and industrial products as well as
door-to-door transport of all kinds of goods. NCL connects Western and Northern Norway
with the important ports on the European Continent. NCL’s strategy is to be the preferred
choice of transport users who wish to transport containerized cargo to and from Western
and Northern Norway.
NCL aims to be the leading carrier of unitized cargoes between West- and North Norway
and Continental Europe. The company defines itself as change-oriented, proactive (small
but efficient staff), and with a quick decision-making process, basically “NCL act where
others just talk”. Quality of customer response is delivered through superior regularity and
prompt delivery (reliability), flexible transport solutions and quality tonnage at optimal
freight terms.
The company offers services at a price range approximately 30% cheaper than road
transport, with traditionally higher prices for export than import. However, their pricing
depends directly on the market situation, and NCL adapt their prices according to the
supply of road transport.
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From 2012 the company will be using a CO2 calculator (from Short Sea Promotion Centre
Norway) in order to document the carbon footprint of their customers’ transport
operations.
Markets:


Feeder Activity: NCL is the leading container shipping company between the big
container ports on the Continent and Western and Northern Norway, with weekly
departures from Hamburg and Bremerhaven, and two weekly departures from
Rotterdam.



Door-to-door container transport offered in close cooperation with agents in
Germany, the Netherlands, England and Norway.



Industrial Transports: Container transport of raw materials in and manufactured
goods out on a contract basis, with calls at industrial ports in Norway, many of
which located outside the ordinary ports along the coast.

Note on the value of container transport:
Better customer response, parcelled cargo, better delivery, less storage needed, less
capital requirement.
However, there is still a huge potential for improvement. Logistics solutions must be
more container-based, and information must come down to container level. FInest
must identify alternative solutions.
Resources and transport network:
NCL operates 7 short sea container vessels, size-range 4500-7500 dwt, 2 of which are own
vessels.
Regular shipping routes, relatively good frequency offered. Reliability is costly (not always
full-loaded) but makes the service more robust.
Transhipment: cargo can be transhipped from one ship to another continuing on another
route, just like a bus transport connection system. Container transhipment is facilitated
with Softship (a specialized ERP system).
Still, planning and replanning at NCL requires high communication skills to coordinate
operations and market responsibility. Today, face-to-face communication, telephone and
e-mails are the communication channels that ensure the quickest customer response
thanks to adequate and dedicated intern communication and distribution of
responsibilities.
Still, today’s operations require a lot of manual work, especially for handling and
verification of information. Indeed, Softship faces some limitations (wrong-data
registration, system failures etc.), which today are handled manually.
Interactions
NCL operations Department has interactions with the following stakeholders:
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Data system
 e-business plan implemented with most agents and ports like Risavika (under
implementation) and Ålesund.
 NCL uses Softship for administration and booking) for cargo shipping. Implemented in
2008. Softship aims at connecting NCL with its agents in each port, with ports and
terminal, and customers.
 The system enables exchange of information related to booking, container (un)loading,
gate-in gate-out, and invoicing.
 NCL is under the process of integrating further business partners into Softship.
 NCL’s website will be soon connected to Softship, enabling automatic update of
vessels schedules.

Fish Transport from the perspective of the Shipping Line NCL.
Main challenge (thus main expectation from FInest): predictability of demand for fish
transport, including production, need for transport, and not least delivery of inbound cargo.
 NCL is very dependent of receiving the right information in good time in advance.
 Problem of high degree of cancellation.
 Predictability of fish transport demand, and “dummy booking” type of problem (is
there the same problem in Europe?)
 Non-reliable information relating to booking request.
 No penalty applied today by NCL because of high market competition.
 Problems in inbound cargo delivery; fish not arriving on-time, thus not ready for
shipping out.
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 Problems related to cargo not ready on time; missing documentation for allowing
departure (container number, seal number )
Figure 28 schematizes a rough example of a weekly process from fish production to shipping of
frozen fish containers. The red colour indicates the intensity of work and time pressure put on
NCL’s Operations.

Figure 28: Schema of a weekly process from fish production to shipping of frozen fish containers.

Appendix A.3

: Tyrholm og Farstad (TF)

Markets:





Trucking
Sea Transport
Shipping agent
Air freight
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Terminal

Fish export:
o
o
o
o

o

Oversee: Dried cod to Brazil and Africa; no return cargo
Logistic process for fish: reception > storage (weeks) > stuffing (container) >
loading > sailing.
By road: Fresh fish to Europe. Impossible by sea (transit time)
FInest can help with: selling available capacity for return trip (e.g. there is
some potential volume that is sailed to Gøteborg, then shipped by truck to
Norway); requires a lot of work.
Air is an alternative for fish transport, but for very limited volumes (primarily
due to transportation costs).

Tyrholm & Farstad, one actor, several roles:
1. Cargo agent / Forwarding Agent (forwarder) for producers, exporters
2. Ship agent / Shipping transport operator
TF is ship agent for ECL (KN is ship agent for NCL), and all booking are registered in
SoftShip (ship operator’s system).
3. Terminal operator, for forwarders like KN. The terminal manages incoming cargo (fish)
and outgoing containers, as well as incoming containers.
The role on focus in the Fish Transport use-case scenario is the Container Terminal Operator
role.
Container Terminal:







9 employees
3 quays, 420 meters total capacity
2 forklifts for containers (capacity 1,5 to 46 tons)
360 power outlets for containers
Storage facilities: dry, chilled and frozen cargo:
o Dry storage capacity 2 000 m3
o Coldstore capacity 3 850 m3
Containers for rent and for sale

Terminal Activities:










Handling of reefer container stuffed with frozen fish (-18C)
Handling of reefer container stuffed with clip fish (+3C)
Handling of non-stuffed fish cargo (ca 30% of all incoming, both clip fish and frozen)
Handling of incoming cargo by road/truck
Handling of industrial cargo (in and out)
Handling of project cargo
Handling of empty container
Handling and maintaining storage facilities: dry, chilled / frozen cargo
Services provided:
- PTI check of containers
- Wash / cleaning of containers
- Container repairs
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Communication/Interactions
The Container terminal has interactions with the following stakeholders:

Appendix A.4

: Kuehne + Nagel (KN)

About K+N
Over its 120 year history, Kuehne + Nagel has evolved from a traditional international freight
forwarder to a leading global provider of innovative and fully integrated supply chain solutions.
Since 1890, when the business was founded in Bremen, Germany, by August Kuehne and
Friedrich Nagel, Kuehne + Nagel has grown into one of the world's leading logistics providers.
Today, the Kuehne + Nagel Group has more than 900 offices in over 100 countries, with over
60,000 employees. Kuehne + Nagel is financially strong, stable and independent. Their global
logistics network, cutting-edge IT systems, in-house expertise and excellent customer service is
proof of their dedication to be the market leader. These attributes have placed them at the
forefront of their industry, and positioned them to continue increasing the scope of their
customer solutions and services.
Their key business activities and market position are built on the company's truly world class
capabilities:


Seafreight



Airfreight



Contract Logistics & Lead Logistics



Road & Rail Logistics



logistics services to virtually provide all key industry sectors

Facts & Figures
Employees:
Turnover:

60,000
20.3 billion CHF (2010)
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Appendix A.5

: AirFrance-KLM Cargo (AFKLM)

About AF-KL Cargo
Air France-KLM Cargo & Martinair Cargo is the dedicated air cargo business of the Air FranceKLM Group. By joining forces in the cargo arena in 2005, AF-KL Cargo has become the world’s
biggest non-integrator operator, generating combined turnover of 2.9 billion Euros. Since the
KLM Group became a sole shareholder of Martinair Holland NV on December 31, 2008, Air
France-KLM Cargo & Martinair Cargo gradually intensified their cooperation. From the past Air
France Cargo, KLM Cargo and Martinair Cargo have been on the forefront of transporting and
handling a variety of cargo. Building on this experience, AF-KL Cargo & Martinair Cargo offers a
wide range of air transport services in the market, providing seamless connections throughout
the world with more than 350 destinations.
Their mission
They are dedicated to giving their customers access to the world by expanding and improving
their worldwide network, fleet and capacity. They are striving to provide their customers with
operational excellence by using Cargo 2000 as a tool for quality measurement and
management (Cargo 2000 is an industry initiative to build a quality system for the worldwide
air cargo industry). Reliability and quality are crucial in their market. The key to success in this
regard is the quality they offer throughout the logistics chain. AF-KL Cargo & Martinair Cargo is
therefore working on all of the relevant processes, including teaming up with the customs
authorities and working towards e-freight, airfreight without piles of paperwork. Last but not
least, they are dedicated to making life easier for our customers by developing e-tools that
give 24/7 access without even the need to call or fax.
Putting customers first
The services they offer are developed in close cooperation with their customers, taking into
account transportation needs in the entire logistic process. Being a customer-driven company,
they have established a local presence throughout the world. With more than 150 offices
worldwide there is always a motivated team with local expertise nearby. The professional staff
is dedicated to deliver what they promise. Responsiveness, commitment, professional
capabilities and drive to perform is the real value of AF-KL Cargo.
Facts & Figures (2010-2011)
Employees:
Turnover:
Transported Cargo:

Appendix A.6

5000
3,2 billion Euros
1,5 million tons

: Arcelik (ARC)

Arcelik, being a household appliances manufacturer in Turkey, engages in the production and
marketing of durable goods, components, consumer electronics and after-sale services. Its
products include white goods, electronic products, small home appliances and kitchen
accessories, such as refrigerators, freezers, washing machines, dishwashers, aspirators,
vacuum cleaners, coffee makers and blenders.
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Arcelik A.S. is active in more than 100 countries (see figure below), including China and the
United States with more than 11.000 dealers and after sales services. The Company owns 11
production plants which are located in Turkey, Romania, Russia and China. It offers products
under its own nine brands, including Arcelik, Beko, Altus, Blomberg, Arctic, Leisure, Grundig,
Elektra Bregenz and Flavel. And recently the company has signed an agreement to acquire
South Africa's Defy Appliances.

Figure 29: Arcelik’s global network

The company is controlled by Koç Holding, Turkey’s largest industrial and services group with a
$38.865 Mn turnover in 2010, is the market leader in Turkey’s appliance sector with its Arcelik
and Beko brands. It is also the third largest household appliances company in Europe.
History
Founded in 1955, Arcelik entered the Turkish white goods sector by producing its first washing
machine in 1959 and its first refrigerator in 1960. In the 1970s and 1980s, the company
expanded its product range and opened its refrigerator plant in 1975, vacuum cleaner plant in
1979 and dishwasher plant in 1993.
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Figure 30: Facility in Tuzla, Istanbul

Figure 31: Arctic SA Facility– Romania, refregirators

In 2001, Arcelik took over the marketing and sales activities of Beko products that used to be
marketed and sold by Beko Ticaret. The new organization model enabled the company to
manage production and sales/marketing activities centrally and to increase productivity.
Most recently, the merger plan between Arcelik A.S. and Grundig Elektronik A.S. was declared
on February 27, 2009.
Strategy
In 2005, Arcelik A.S. had defined its corporate vision as “to become a top 10 global brand in
2010”. This ambitious target was achieved two years in advance, positioning the company as a
strong and competitive player in the international markets.
The company is now committed to carry its competitive edge to a more global level.
Accordingly, the company’s vision was refreshed as, “Respects the globe, respected in the
world”. To realize this vision, Arcelik A.S., has set as its key business targets sustainable and
profitable growth, improving of market share in all segments, innovation and creativity, and
building a truly global organization.
Market
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Arcelik A.S. hosts the largest service network in Turkey, with approximately 3600 dealerships
and 600 service centers. Arcelik retained its leadership position in the white goods, LCD TV,
and air conditioner market in 2009, and is firmly established as Number 1 for 2010.

Figure 32: Arcelik Store

The company significantly enhanced its market share by entering new distribution channels in
its core export markets of Western Europe, particularly in Britain and Romania. Arcelik A.S.
strengthened its position as second in the market by increasing its share from 9% to 15% in the
six main white good (MDA) categories in Britain, and retained its position by a huge margin as
the leader in Romania by increasing its market share to 35%.
Beko has been in the top ten best selling white goods brand in the world in eight main product
categories in 2009, duplicating its prior success in 2008.

Figure 33: Awards and Achievements
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Appendix B EDI messages
The following table summarizes all EDI messages represented in NCL’s e-business model.

Table 5: NCL e-business plan)

Appendix C List of IT systems
The information systems engaged in the use case (referred to in the as-is description below
and in company description in appendix A) include:
System
Description
Softship
Softship for administration and booking) for cargo shipping. Implemented in
2008. Softship aims at connecting NCL with its agents in each port, with
ports and terminal, and customers
ShipLog
AIS vessel tracking system delivered by Oddstøl Elektronikk AS
PortIT
Port IT system delivered by inPort. PortIT and Greenwave can exchange data
via XML
PortWin
Current Port Community System (PCS) of Port of Ålesund. But the PCS is now
being converted to PortIT
Greenwave
System used by e.g. TF-Terminal. PortIT and Greenwave can exchange data
via XML
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AIS

SafeSeaNet

SAP

Automated tracking system used on ships and by Vessel Traffic Services
(VTS) for identifying and locating vessels by electronically exchanging data
with other nearby ships and VTS stations
Centralised European platform for vessel traffic monitoring and information
exchange related to ships, ship movements, and hazardous cargoes. The
main sources of information of SafeSeNet are AIS-based position reports and
notification messages sent by designated authorities.
ERP program used by Arcelik as logistics portal to manage its supply chain.

Table 6: IT systems used in the use cases
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